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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. ,20555.,

k

Gentlemen:

Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant Unit 1
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE TO ALLOW FOR REPAIR OF HYBRID

EXPANSION JOINT (HEJ) SLEEVED STEAM GENERATOR TUBES
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION (RAI)

REFERENCES

WCAP-14641, "HEJ Sleeved Tube Structural Integrity Criteria:
'hD'iametral Interference at PTIs", April 1996

2. Safety Evaluation by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Relating to Amendment No. 128 to Facility Operating License
No. DPR-43 (Kewaunee), dated September 25, 1996

The purpose of this letter is to respond to your staff's request. to
update our original submittal letter AEP:NRC:1129E dated
August 4, 1995. Specifically, the attachment to this letter
redefines the repair boundary for the parent tube behind the HEJ
sleeve. We note that WCAP-14641 erroneously stated that our
original proposed-. technical specification (T/S) change, contained
in our letter AEP:NRC:1129E, was withdrawn. The letter has not
been withdrawn.«'his submittal should be considered as a
supplement to the original request.

Current T/S repair requirements apply to the parent tube adjacent
to the hydraulically expanded region of the HEJ sleeve upper joint.
An alternate plugging criterion is proposed which assesses the
integrity of parent tube indications based on the degraded joint
geometry, with reference to the specific location of the flaw. The
alternate criterion will be referred to in this document as the
"Delta-D" (hD) criterion, since the continued operability of the
HEJ sleeved tube is based on the measured diameter difference, or
diameter delta, between the sleeve peak hardroll diameter and the
diameter of the sleeve adjacent to the parent tube flaw in the
upper joint.
A detailed description of the proposed changes and our analysis
concerning significant hazards considerations are included in
attachment 1 to this letter. Attachment 2 contains marked up pages
of the current T/Ss. Attachment 3 contains the proposed revised
T/S pages. Attachment 4 contains a revised copy of the non-
proprietary report, WCAP-14641, prepared by Westinghouse Electric
Corporation describing the alternate plugging criterion referred to
as hD.
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AEP: NRC: 1129M

We believe the proposed changes will not result in (1) a
significant increase in the amounts, and no significant change in
the types, of any effluent that may be released offsite, or (2) a
significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational
radiation exposure.

These proposed changes have been reviewed by the Plant Nuclear
Safety Review Committee and the Nuclear Safety and Design Review
Committee.

Zn compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.91(b)(1), copies
of this letter and its attachments have been transmitted to the
Michigan Public Service Commission and to the Michigan Department
of Public Health.

The T/S pages submitted with this letter will be impacted by the
T/S page changes in our letters concerning 2.0 volt steam generator
tube plugging criteria and technical specification changes to allow
use of laser welded sleeves for steam generator tubes. The markups
attached to this submittal do not account for any approval or
incorporation of those other submittals but reflect T/S pages in
their current state.

Sincerely,

E. E. Fit atrick
Vice President

SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED BEFORE ME

'ZHZS ~0 DAY OF 1996

Notary Public

My Commission Expires: ~AMWAll!0~
NOTARYPUBUO, BERRIEN COUNTY, Ml
1A'COMMISSION EXPIRES FEB. 10, 1999

Attachments

cc: A. A. Blind
A. B. Beach
MDEQ - DW & RPD
NRC Resident Inspector
J. R. Padgett
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HEJ SLEEVED TUBE STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY L1MZTS

DONALD C. COOK NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1

SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSZDERATZON ANALYSIS
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I. DESCRIPTION OF THE CHANGES

The proposed additions are necessary to incorporate the
"Delta-D" (hD) criterion. The specific additions are as
follows.

1. T/S 4.4.5.2.g page 3/4 4-8

HEJ sleeved tubes determined to be operable by
application of the Delta-D criterion (per 4.4.5.4.a.14)will be inspected in the upper HEJ region at each
refueling outage to determine if new indications are
present. Existing indications in these sleeved tubes
which initiated the installation of a sleeve may be
excluded from the requirements of 4.4.5.2.b.l.
T/S 4.4.5.4.q.6 page 3/4 4-10

This definition does not apply to HEJ sleeved tubes
which may experience degradation in the upper HEJ
hardroll lower transition region. Refer to
specification 4.4.5.4.a.14 for the plugging limit
applicable to these tubes.

T/S 4.4.5.4.a.14 page 3/4 4-11

HEJ sleeved tubes with circumferential
indications located within the upper hardroll
lower transition shall be inspected with a non-
destructive examination (NDE) technique capable
of measuring the sleeve ID difference between
the sleeve hardroll peak diameter, and the
sleeve 1D at the elevation of the parent tube
indication (PTI). If this diameter change is ~
0.003" (plus an allowance for NDE uncertainty),
the tube may remain in service provided the
faulted loop steam line break (SLB) leakagelimit from all sources is not exceeded. A SLB
allowance of 0.025 gpm shall be assumed for each
sleeve tube left in service by application of
this criterion, regardless of length or depth of
the indication. For tubes where the measured
diameter difference is > 0.013", SLB leakage can
be

neglected.'.

HEJ sleeved tubes with a sleeve ID difference of
< 0.003" (plus an allowance for NDE uncertainty)
between the sleeve ID'hardroll peak diameter and
sleeve ID at the elevation of the PTI shall be
plugged or repaired prior to returning the steam
generator to service.

HEJ sleeved tubes with axial indications located
within the parent tube pressure boundary as
defined on Figure B 3/4.4.5-1 shall be plugged
or repaired prior to returning the steam
generators to service.

HEJ sleeved tubes with parent tube indications,
located outside of the parent tube pressure
boundary (below the upper hardroll region) as
defined 'on Figure B 3/4.4.5-1 may remain in
service.
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Paragraph 3/4 4.5 page B 3/4 4-2b

Inspection experience at other plants with HEJ
sleeved tubes has indicated that a potential
exists for the sleeved tube to develop primarily
circumferentially oriented degradation in the
upper HEJ hardroll lower transition region. The
pressure boundary for HEJ sleeves is shown on
Figure B 3/4.4.5-1. The pressure boundary used
to disposition parent tube indications (PTIs)
detected in the upper joint of HEJ sleeved tubes
is discussed in WCAP-14641, "HEJ Sleeved Tube
Structural Integrity Criteria: hD Diametral
Interference at PTIs," April 1996. The pressure
boundary will allow PTIs located such that there
is a minimum diameter change of 0.003" (plus an
allowance for NDE uncertainty) between the peak
diameter of the sleeve hardrcll, and the
diameter at the elevation of the PTI, to remain
in service. The 0.003" interference lip is
derived from structural and leakage testing.
When inspecting and dispositioning the PTIs, the

=- acceptance criterion will be adjusted to account
for measurement uncertainties associated with
the technique used to measure the relative
change in ID sleeve diameters. During field
application, the PTI elevation will be measured
by comparing the diameter reported at the peak
amplitude of the flaw, and the diameter at the
center of the coil's field, and using the more
conservative of the two diameters to perform the
Delta-D determination. Application of the
pressure boundary for HEJ sleeved tubes provides
allowance for leakage in a faulted loop during a
postulated steam line break (SLB) event. A SLB
leakage of 0.025 gpm is assumed for each
applicable indication. Steam line break leakage
from all sources must be calculated to be < 8.4
gpm in the faulted loop. Maintenance of the 8.4
gpm limit ensures off-site doses will re;win
within a small fraction of the 10 CFR Part 100
guideline for a SLB.

Figure B 3/4.4.5-1 has also been added.

II. BACKGROUND

This evaluation applies to Cook Nuclear Plant unit 1, which
utilizes Westinghouse Series 51 steam generators, and
assesses the integrity of the tube bundle with tube eddy
current inspection indications which may occur in the upper
hybrid expansion joint (HEJ) region of mechanically sleeved
tubes. „ Current technical specification (T/S) plugging
requirements apply to the tube adjacent to the hydraulically
expanded region of the upper joint and above. An alternate
plugging criterion is proposed which assesses the integrity
of these parent tube indications based on the degraded. joint
geometry, with reference to the specific location of the
flaw. The alternate criterion will be referred to in this
document as the hD criterion, since the continued operability
of the sleeved tube is based on the measured diameter
difference, or diameter delta, between the sleeve peak
hardroll diameter and the diameter of the sleeve adjacent to
the parent tube flaw.
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The current Cook Nuclear Plant unit 1 40% imperfection depth
tube plugging criteria does not take into account the
inherent structural integrity of the HEJ configuration.
Inclusion of this criterion involves an amendment to the
T/Ss, and therefore, an evaluation per 10 CFR 50.92 is
required.

III. REGULATORY BASIS

The guidelines for inservice inspection of steam generator
tubes are contained in RG 1.83, revision 1. These guidelines
include sample selection and size, inspection interval,
personnel qualification, acceptance limits, and corrective
measures. RG 1.121 provides the bases for plugging degraded
steam generator tubes and uses safety factors consistent with
section III of the ASME code.

Cook Nuclear Plant unit 1 T/Ss provide a limit on the amount
of leakage allowable through the steam generator from the
primary to secondary systems. When limited to the leakage
permitted 'by the T/Ss, a crack or other through wall
degradation would not be expected to result in a tube rupture
situation. As part of the application of the voltage based
plugging criteria for outer diameter stress corrosion
cracking (ODSCC) at tube support plate (TSP) intersections,
as described in GL 95-05, primary to secondary tube leakage
following a postulated main steam line break event outside of
containment but upstream of the main steam line isolation
valves must not exceed the value calculated in support of the
GL 95-05 application. All tube leakage sources therefore
must be considered when direct steam release is modeled.

IV. EVALUATION

Tube Sleeve Interaction and Postulated Loadin Mechanisms

The fitup configuration of the HEJ sleeved tube assembly
provides for a double wall condition with expected contact
between the tube and sleeve in the hydraulically expanded
regions during operation and positive metal-to-metal
interaction between the tube and sleeve in the hardroll
region that provides both structural and leakage integrity.
The effect of the hardroll produces a radial preload between
the tube and sleeve as well as creating a geometric
discontinuity (transition shape) which effectively "locks"
the tube to the sleeve.

The expected location of parent tube degradation is in thehardroll lower transition region of the upper joint. The
upper portion of the hardroll lower transition is located
approximately 2.75 inch from the top end of the installed
sleeve. The installation of the sleeve is such that a 0.5
inch non-expanded sleeve length is provided at the top end,
which transitions into a 4 inch long hydraulically expanded
region. The hardroll is located approximately 1 inch downinto the hydraulically expanded length. The hardroll regionflat length is 1 inch long with 1/4 inch long upper and lowertransition regions. Therefore, for the postulated HEJ
sleeved tube to represent a tube rupture potential, the tube
must become circumferentially separated in the hardroll lowertransition xegion and be axially displaced along the sleeve
by approximately 3 inches in order for sufficient flow area
to be provided. The potential for this to occur isnegligible since the radial preload between the tube and
sleeve in the hardroll region plus the geometric
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dxscontxnuxty xn the transition provides sufficient restraint
against axial displacement of the tube. For the tube to
experience axial motion the tube must become completely
separated at the flaw elevation and the applied end cap load
must overcome the inherent integrity of the joint
configuration. The inherent integrity within the joint is
provided by the preload friction of the hardroll operation in
addition to the interference of the tube material lip created
by the transition shape, which requires the tube to be
essentially extruded over the sleeve OD in the hardroll
region. Protection against tube rupture is further provided
by the design and configuration of the tube bundle. The
maximum amount of axial displacement that a tube could
experience along the sleeve using worst case fitup conditions
at the TSPs and in the U-bend region and assumingfrictionless tube-to-tube support plate interaction is
calculated to be 1.1 inch. Therefore, it can be concluded
that, due to the fitup configuration of .the tube and sleeve,
and based upon the design configuration of the tube bundle,
postulated parent tul e degradation in the hardroll lower
transition region of a HEJ sleeved tube cannot result in tube
rupture-type primary to secondary flow release rates.
The loading mechanism for the sleeved tube during operating
conditions is developed by the primary to secondary pressuredifferential end cap loading. The product of the tube ID
area and primary to secondary pressure differential results
in a tensile load being applied to the tube, assuming that nofixity between the tube and TSP exists. Using established
guidance of RG 1.121, in order to establish continued
operability, the proposed criterion must provide for
structural integrity such that the strength characteristics
of the assembly equal or exceed the limiting loading defined
by RG 1 ~ 121 to be 3 times the normal operating conditions
primary to secondary pressure differential. Cook Nuclear
Plant unit 1 can theoretically operate with a primary to
secondary pressure differential of 1600 psi. At a pressure
differential of 1600 psi, the limiting RG 1.121 end cap load
used for analysis purposes is 2264 lb. The current primaryt secondary pressure differential at full power, normal
operating conditions at Cook Nuclear Plant unit 1 is
approximately 1455 psi. Therefore, use of a primary to
secondary pressure differential of 1600 psi for analysis
purposes is conservative.

Structural Inte rit Characteristics And Test Pro ram Results

Per reference 1, a test program was performed in which Alloy
600 tube samples had Alloy 690 HEJ sleeves installed to
typical HEJ field installation parameters for Westinghouse
steam generators with 7/8" OD tubing. The tubes were then
machined on the OD such that the tube was separated in the
hardroll lower transition region. The diameter change
between the tube OD at the hardroll peak diameter and
machining location were measured. Additional testing showed
that the tube OD diameter change was conservative or was
consistent with the ID diameter change. The range of
diameter change based on OD measurements was 3 to 6 mils for
the test population. The samples were then heated in a
clamshell type laboratory furnace to 600' and tensile
loaded in a tensile testing machine. A second order
regression curve of the test data was developed and is
contained in reference 1. Using the curve, a hD value of 3
mils provides for a peak axial load bearing capability of
approximately 5200 lb force, while at a hD of 2 mils, the
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expected peak load bearing capability is 4300 lb force. At
a 0 mil DD value, the extrapolated peak load bearing
capability is approximately 1750 lb force. Using the curve
in reference 1 a hD value of approximately 0.4 mils will
provide for axial restraint capability (assuming frictionless
TSP intersections) equal to the limiting RG 1.121 end cap
load of 2264 lb. This suggests that the friction force
developed by the hardroll preload supplies sufficient, axial
restraint capability to balance the limiting RG 1.121 end cap
loading and the axial restraint capability provided by the
interference adds additional margin. Evaluation of load
deflection curves for the tests indicate that slippage
between the tube and sleeve did not occur below about 4000 lb
load for all test samples.

Testing performed in 1994 can be used to validate the
extrapolation of the hD structural limit for hD values less
than the test population. In these tests, HEJ samples were
prepared by separating the tube at various elevations within
the hardroll region. The nominal hardroll flat length is 1
inch. Two samples with less than 1 inch of hardroll
engagement were tested. Machining marks were clearly evident
on the sleeve OD in the hardroll flat region. One sample
with a remaining tube to sleeve hardrol 1 flat length of
approximately 0.8 inch exhibited a peak load of 625 lb force,
and the second sample with a hardroll flat length of
approximately 0.88 inch exhibited a peak load of 1760 lb. As
machining of the tube on these samples resulted in less than
a typical hardroll flat length of 1.0 inch, which would
represent a less than 0 mil hD, the validity of the
extrapolated curve for hD values less than 3 mils is
justified.
The samples developed for the structural integrity testing
are considered to be conservative representations of thefield joints in that the test samples were purposely produced
with rolldown, a result of the reverse rolling process.
Rolldown results in an extended hardroll lower transition
which provides for a shallower taper in the transition than
expected using the field tooling. The field tooling provides
axial restraint of the hardroll assembly thereby limiting the
amount of rolldown experienced in the field. The more abrupt
transition geometry produced by the field tooling should
provide for added structural capability of the field produced
HEJ sleeved tube assemblies compared to the test specimens.
In 1995, HEJ sleeved tube sections were removed from another
plant. The sleeved tube samples were tensile loaded tofailure. Field NDE of these tubes indicated that the parent
tube indication was nearly throughwall for 3604. The parent
tube flaws however were not throughwall, and the ligament
failure loads determined by tensile loading were in excess of
10,000 lb. Destructive examination indicated the flaw to be
highly segmented, with 360'nvolvement, a peak flaw depth of
92% throughwall, with average macrocrack flaw depth of - 60%.
In 1996, several more HEJ sleeved tube sections were also
removed. Field NDE indicated 3604 involvement. Upon
examination, it could be seen that in one sleeved tube
section the parent tube flaw extended for 360'nd that the
flaw was 100% throughwall over the entire circumference.
Since the flaw was entirely throughwall, this sample most
closely matched the laboratory test specimens. During
tensile loading, the peak frictional load was developed at
0.2" of indicated machine motion with a corresponding peak
resistive load of 5400 lb. The field NDE hD call for this
tube was 3.1 mils. The peak resistive loads developed after
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ligament failure for the remaining tensile loaded sleeved
tube specimens showed peak frictional loads ranging from 4250
lb. to 5250 lb. The field NDE hD calls for these tubes
ranged from 0.0 mils to 0.3 mils. The HEJ sleeved tube
samples tested in 1996 were tested at hot (6004F) conditions.
The results of these specimens indicate that the laborat'ory
test samples are representative of the field sleeved tubes,
and large margins are provided by the proposed criterion.
Leaka e Assessment

The currently accepted leakage allowance of 0. 025 gpm per
indication less than 0.013 mils hD will continue to be
applied. The basis for this value is discussed in
Reference 1.

Previously submitted data regarding the lower HEJ indicates
that the lower joint will remain leaktight during all
operating and faulted plant conditions. Therefore, the
application of the criteria will not introduce additional
leakage other. than the allotted value of 0.025 gpm per
indication.
Strain gauge testing of HEJ sleeve specimens installed in
tubes with fixed conditions at the TSPs (tube was welded to
TSP) indicates that the tube far field stresses above the HEJ
following installation of the sleeve are less than below the
HEJ, suggesting that the most likely locacion for degradation
to occur is below the hardroll flat in the hardroll lower
transition. Therefore, rapid degradation of the hardroll
upper transition is not expected and therefore not expected
to contribute to the leakage allowance.

Edd Current Uncertaint

The previously described 3 mil hD structural integrity limit
has been licensed at another plant with steam generators like
those at Cook Nuclear Plant unit 1 (reference 2) . The eddy
current uncertainty used for the application of the criterion
at the other plant was specified to be 4 mils. This
uncertainty was determined by measuring the hD using the OD
diameter change as a guide. Due to the installed inside
diameters of an HEJ sleeve, mechanical measurement devices
could not be used to accurately measure the ~D value for the
ID. The shape and configuration of mechanical measurement
devices would not permit an accurate ID measurement unless
the sleeved tube specimen were separated and the diameters
measured at the cut edge surface. Electric discharge machine
(EDM) notches were used to simulate the tube flaw. The
recorded eddy current values were then compared to the
measured OD values and a statistical evaluation at a 99%
confidence level established the eddy current uncertainty
value at 4 mils. Later, some of the samples were sectioned
by machining at the location of the EDM notch to better
assess the accuracy of the eddy current process. Several
samples became contaminated and the entire set could not be
sectioned. Comparing the hD values determined from the
actual ID measurements determined by sectioning with the
values based on OD measurements, it is found that the eddy
current determined hD values are closer to the actual AID
values by about 1 mil for all sectioned samples. If the
original OD based values are used and the statistical
evaluation of error is taken at a 95% confidence level, an
eddy current uncertainty of less than 3.0 mils can bejustified. The extremely conservative analysis methodology
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used in the field for the determination of the NDE based hD
value is believed to result in the "undercalling" of the hD
value, that is, the NDE based values are considered to be
much smaller than the actual hD values.

For consistency purposes, Cook Nuclear Plant unit 1 willutilize a 4 mil eddy current diameter measurement uncertainty
applied to the hD determination of HEJ sleeved tubes. As
stated above, the eddy current uncertainty can be reduced to
a value between 2.6 and 3.0 mils with no effective loss of
safety margin. Significant margins are already built into
the criterion by virtue of the fact that the test data base
suggests that an actual hD value of 0.4 mils will provide
axial restraint capabilities consistent with RG 1.121 tube
integrity, recommendations, but a 3 mil hD value is used.
Further margin is built into the criterion since the expected
axial restraint capabilities of packed TSP intersections are
not included in the structural model.

Therefore, field applicat'on of the criterion willutilize an
effective NDE based plugging requirement for HEJ sleeved
tubes of 7.0 mils (3 mils structural component plus 4 mils
eddy current uncertainty.) hD values obtained in the field
of 7.0 mils or greater may remain in service.
50.92 ANALYSZS

Conformance of the proposed amendments to the standards for
a determination of no significant hazard as defined in 10 CFR
50.92 (three factor test) is shown in the following.
1) Operation of Cook Nuclear Plant unit 1 in accordance

with the proposed license amendment does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences
of an accident previously evaluated.

The HEJ sleeved tube structural integrity limits
defined by this amendment provide for structural
integrity consistent with the guidance of RG 1.121.
Tube structural integrity consistent, with the most
limiting RG 1.121 loading is inherently provided by a
measured hD of less than 1 mil, although the criterion
specifies a minimum of 3 mils must be. verified. The
structural integrity characteristics of a postulated
degraded parent tube with a 3 mil hD provides for axial
restraint capability of more than double the, most
limiting RG 1.121 loading, which indicates that the
postulated separated tube would not become axially
displaced relative to the sleeve during any plant
condition.
Based on tube pull data from Cook Nuclear Plant and
other plants it is expected that TSP intersections
would provide a substantial axial restraint capability.
This interaction is neglected in the analysis of the
criterion, and provides for extra safety margin.

Based on the destructive examination results for
sections of HEJ sleeved tubes removed in 1994 from
another plant, the parent tube flaw morphology is
described as circumferentially oriented with multipleinitiation sites. This segmented morphology indicates
that the previously performed structural capability
testing is conservative. Additional axial load bearing
capability is provided by the segmented morphology
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since end cap loading would be transmitted through the
tube by the non-degraded ligaments of the segmented
crack network, and tube separation therefore, is notlikely or credible.

The consequences of any postulated failure of a sleeved
tube to which the criteria has been applied would be
bounded by the current steam generator tube rupture
event discussed in the Cook Nuclear Plant Final Safety
Analysis Report (FSAR). Axial displacement of any
tube, sleeved or unsleeved, is bounded by approximately
1.1 inch., A tube which experiences axial displacement
by this amount would be expected to exhibit a release
rate well below the normal makeup capacity. Zn order
for a HEJ sleeved tube to exhibit reactor coolant
system release rates approaching the release rates
assumed in the FSAR the tube must be displaced by
approximately 3 inches. Zn order for the postulated
separated tube to experience axial displacement of any
magnitude, it must be assumed that the HEJ hardroll
provides no structural benefit and that the tube-to-TSP
interaction is frictionless.
Postulated primary to secondary leakage during a main
steam line break event will be assessed against thelimit of 8.4 gpm in the faulted loop, calculated as
part of the voltage based plugging limit for tube
support plate intersections. The total of all leakage
sources must be shown to be less than this value.

Application of the 3 mil hD criterion (excluding eddy
current uncertainty) does not change existing reactor
coolant system flow conditions, therefore, existing
LOCA analysis results will be unaffected. Plant
response to design basis accidents for the current tube
plugging and flow conditions are not affected by the
repair process; no new tube diameter restriction is
introduced.

2) The proposed license amendment does not c " ate the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated.

Application of the proposed 3 mil hD HEJ sleeved tube
structural integrity criterion will not introduce
significant or adverse changes to the plant design
basis. The 3 mil hD criteria provides for structural
integrity of the HEJ sleeved tube assembly which
significantly exceeds the limiting RG 1. 121 loading
condition. Under these conditions neither a single nor
a multiple tube rupture event is considered credible.
The general outline of the HEJ sleeve is unaffected,
and the application of the proposed criterion does not
change the sleeve configuration or size/shape. The
application of the criterion also does not represent a
potential to affect other plant components.

3) The proposed license amendment does not involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.
The proposed criterion has been shown to provide
structural integrity of the tube bundle consistent, with
the most limiting RG 1.121 tube integrity
recommendations. ' order for tube rupture to occur,
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the degraded parent tube must experience a complete
circumferential separation and be subsequently axially
displaced by approximately 3 inches. The inherent
structural integrity provided by the interference fit
of the HEJ in addition to the axial restraint provided
by tube support plate intersections above the HEJ
provides for structural integrity far exceeding the RG
1.121 loading of 2264 lb. Even in the event that a
degraded HEJ sleeved parent tube were to experience
axial displacement, the maximum amount of displacement
the tube could experience is bounded by 1.11 inch.
Postulating that the tube were to become displaced bythis amount, primary to secondary leakage would be
limited to well less than the normal makeup capacity
due to the proximity between the hydraulically expanded
sleeve OD and tube ID.

Pulled HEJ sleeved tube samples from another plant with
HEJ sleeved tubes indicate that the crack morphology is
described as circumferentially oriented cracking with
multiple initiation sites. This segmented morphology
provides for additional structural margin not modeled
in the testing program.

Existing flow equivalency calculations for the HEJ
sleeved tubes will be unaffected by the application of
the criterion.

VI CONCLUSION

Based on the preceding analysis it is concluded that
operation of Cook Nuclear Plant unit 1 following the
application of the 3 mil hD HEJ sleeved tube structural
integrity limit does not increase the probability of an
accident previously evaluated, create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated, or reduce any margins to plant safety.
Therefore, the ,license amendment does not involve a
significant hazards consideration as defined in 10 'CFR 50.92.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In April 1994, crack-like indications were first detected in hybrid expansion joint (HEJ) sleeved

tubes at the Kewaunee plant. Later in 1994, similar indications were detected at the Point Beach

Unit 2 plant. Indications were again detected at Kewaunee, Point Beach Unit 2, and Zion 1 in

1995. Inspection of HEJ sleeved tubes at Cook Unit 1 in 1995 indicated no detectable

degradation.

The indications detected to date have all been identified in the parent tube, with a majority of the

indications located in the upper joint hardroll lower transition or below. The location of the

upper joint hardroll lower transition is approximately 2.78 to 3.03 inches below the end of the

sleeve.

In 1994 and 1995, eddy current examinations of this area detected a significant number of
indications located below the HEJ hardroll yet still within the hydraulically expanded region of
the joint, In accordance with the %CAP and Technical Specification requirements, these tubes

were removed from service by plugging. Subsequent analyses, evaluations, and tests have

shown that the geometric configuration of the sleeve-to-tube roll expansion and resultant material

interaction continues to provide sufficient structural integrity and leakage resistance provided the

sleeve inside diameter at the elevation of the indication in the parent tube is less than the

nominal sleeve inside diameter in the roH expanded region. Nearly all of the sleeved tubes

plugged meet this requirement, and therefore, provide for substantial structural integrity margin

to existing regulatory guidance and leakage criteria.

The purpose of this report is to propose a redefinition of the repair boundary for the parent tube

behind the sleeve. The redefinition of this portion of the repair boundary willprovide for
structural integrity characteristics consistent with draft Regulatory Guide 1.121, and leakage

integrity consistent with recently published NRC guidance related to steam generator tube

integrity and the Standard Review Plan. The revised repair boundary location is based on

analytical evaluations, results of conservative testing programs, and results of destructive

examinations of HEJ specimens removed from a Kewaunee SG. The culmination of these

results support the conclusion that provided a minimum diametral interference of 0.003 inch

(excluding eddy current uncertainty) between the peak sleeve ID in the roll expansion

immediately above the hardroll lower transition and the sleeve ID adjacent to the parent tube

indication (PTI), that structural integrity willbe provided for all plant conditions and leakage

resistance willbe provided such that offsite doses following a postulated main steam line break

outside of containment will remain within 10% of the Part 100 guidelines.
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The WCAP reports which outline the qualification of the HEJ sleeving process identified the

entire tube upper sleeve joint which is hydraulically expanded (4 inches) as part of the pressure

boundary region of the tube. As the roll expanded region alone provides structural integrity to

the joint, the hydraulically expanded region below the joint provides no additional benefit. The

interference specification of 0.003 inch, excluding eddy current uncertainty, provides the

necessary structural and leakage integrity aspects to assure safe operation of the sleeved tubes,

and the plant.

2.0 SUh&fARYOF PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED LICENSE AIVGÃD1VH<22lTREQUESTS

ADDRESSING PAR1<2TT TUBE DEGRADATIONIN HEJ SLEEVED TUBES

2.1 Kewaunee

Upon discovery of the crack-like indications at Kewaunee in Aprilof 1994, a change of the

Technical Specification plugging requirements for sleeved parent tubes was discussed with the

NRC Staff. This discussion proposed that indications below the hardroll lower transition be

permitted to remain in service and that indications in the hardroll lower transition of less than a

maximum permitted angle be allowed to remain in service. Testing was performed at that time

to justify allowing PTI's in the upper joint lower hydraulic transition to remain in service. The

results of the testing program conclusively showed that PTIs at this elevation provided both

structural and leakage integrity far exceeding published NRC guidance. Due to time constraints,

a proposed license amendment request was not submitted to the NRC Staff.

2.2 P int Beach Unit 2

Following the original Kewaunee discovery, a testing program was performed by Westinghouse

in support of a license amendment request for the Point Beach Unit 2 plant, This additional

testing more accurately defined the beginning of cycle crack length which would provide for
structural integrity at end of cycle conditions. The proposed criteria was based solely on plastic

overload of the non-degraded tube ligaments due to the pressure developed end cap loads. The

testing program established a bounding accident condition leak rate in addition to demonstrating

large margins relative to the structural integrity (pullout resistance) provided by the HEJ itself.

The structural integrity testing showed that nearly a 100% margin was provided by the limiting

angle criteria. That is, the test developed peak load bearing capability of the HEJ was twice the

calculated load bearing capability of the non-degraded ligament region. Test samples were

prepared with 240, 100% thiaughwall slits in the parent tube at the top of the hardroll

transition region, or approximately 1 inch below the start of the hardroll fiat length. In many

cases, the actual peak load bearing capability of this configuration exceeded 8000 lbs, which is

approximately 3.5 times the most limiting RG 1.121 end cap loading of 3 times normal operating
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pressure differential. In the Fall of 1994, the Wisconsin Electric Power Company (WEPCo)

formally submitted a Technical Specification change request to the NRC limiting beginning of

cycle throughwall crack lengths of a maximum of 179'o remain in service.

The proposed TS change was subsequently denied by the NRC based on the conclusions

documented in the Safety Evaluation Report prepared in response to the WEPCo request, dated

January 11, 1995.

2.3 Cook Unit 1 Submittal

In August, 1995, a submittal proposed for the Cook Unit 1 plant revised the criterion to be

analogous to the F~ (F-star) tubesheet region criteria except this criterion applied to HEJ sleeve

joints. The proposed criterion assumed that the tube experienced a complete circumferential

separation at a location of 1.1" below the beginning of the hardroll region flat length. This

request was withdrawn by the American Electric Power Company because no PTIs were detected

in the HEJ sleeved tubes in the Cook 1 SGs.

2.4 Kewaunee

In October of 1995, Wisconsin Public Service proposed a TS change for the Kewaunee plant
~ ~

~

~

~

~similar to the Cook Unit 1 plant. The results of that submittal are discussed in detail in the

Section 3.

3.0 SUIVIMARYOF LATEST LICENSE AMENDIVEWFPROPOSAL

Subsequent discussions amongst the NRC Staff, Westinghouse, Zetec (eddy current probe

vendor), Wisconsin Public Service, and American Electric Power had led to the identification of
a need to revise the proposed HEJ repair boundary definition (i.e., the portion of tube behind the

sleeve necessary for structural and leakage integrity) from a measure based on the nominal

length of roll interaction to a measure of sleeve/tube diameter interference between the hardroll

region and the elevation of the PTI. This is discussed below.

The latest license amendment proposal serves to address all previously identified NRC concerns.

NDE Uncertaint

NDE uncertainty is minimized since accurate measurement of crack angles and depths are not

required, Alldetected degradation is assumed to be throughwall and extend for 360'round the
~

~

~tube circumference.
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Structural Inte 't

Issues of rolldown influence upon joint strength have been addressed through previously

~

~

~

~

~ ~

~

~

~ ~

~

submitted and new information contained in this document. The effects of rolldown do not have

a significant detrimental effect upon the joint structural integrity. A reexamination of the speci-

mens used in the original Kewaunee testing of 1994, and the Point Beach testing of 1994

indicated that all samples had significant rolldown lengths, and should be conservative compared

to the field produced sleeve/tube joints.

Based on these two key points being addressed, the criteria provides for structural integrity and

leakage resistance. The criteria contains two key points:

1. The sleeve ID corresponding to the elevation of the crack in the parent tube must be a

minimum of 0.003" less than the diameter at the maximum sleeve ID hardroll

diameter.

2. Each sleeved tube permitted to remain in service through application of the revised

pressure boundary criteria with a PTI elevation corresponding to a diameter difference

between the peak hardroll diameter of 0.003 to 0.013 inch is assigned a bounding

SLB leakage allowance of 0.025 gpm. This value is a conservative estimation of SLB

leakage. The HEJ sleeved tube leakage allowance is added to the predicted leakage

from all other sources, such as tubes left in service as a result of the application of
the voltage based repair criteria for tube indications at TSP elevations @PC), to verify

that offsite dose does not exceed 10% of the 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines. For PTIs

located below the hardroll such that the diametral difference, rK), between the peak

hardroll diameter and sleeve ID at the PTI is greater than 0.013 inch, the SLB

leakage may be neglected. The 0.025 gpm leakage allowance provides sufficient

margin that any postulated leakage emanating from tubes with PTI cQ3 values of
greater than 0.013 inch willbe accounted for.

The revised repair boundary is illustrated on Figure 3.1. The revised repair boundary is

applicable to the HEJ sleeved tubes in domestic Model 51 steam generators.
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FIGURE 3-1

REVISED HEJ SLEEVED TUBE REPAIR BOUNDARYfor
PARENT TUBE INDICATIONS
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4.0 EVALUATIONAND DISCUSSION OF DATA

4 1 Previousl Submitted Da

Introduction

In Aprilof 1994, a testing program was performed to assess the structural integrity of hybrid

expansion joint (HEI) sleeved tubes. The intent of the test program was to develop information

to support permitting sleeved tubes with parent tube indications (PTIs) below the upper hardroll

joint to remain in service within the Kewaunee Nuclear Power Plant steam generators. Subse-

quent engineering work was performed over the next year and a half to address NRC questions

associated with the original and subsequent information submittals. The discussion contained in

this section is limited to disclosing information obtained from a recent reexamination of the

specimens tested as part of the original program in 1994. The reexamination consisted of speci-

mens with the tube completely separated by machining at various elevations in the hardroll lower

transition. Alloy 600 tube specimens were used with Alloy 690 sleeve sections. Structural

capability testing was performed at 600'F in a 55,000 lb maximum capacity tensile testing

machine. After hydraulic expansion and roll expansion, the tubes of the tube/sleeve specimens

were seveicd at various elevations by machining. The degradation simulants were conservative,

even for 360'tress corrosion cracks, because the morphology of the degradation in the tube

sections renioved from Kewaunee consisted of non-coplanar, multi-ligament indications as

opposed to single, throughwall flaws.

The data provided in this section presents again the results of structural testing programs per-

formed in April 1994, along with a reevaluation of dimensional data from these specimens.

Section 4.2 provides additional test data generated specifically to address recent NRC questions.

This information is being provided to support a technical specification (TS) change to relocate

the repair boundary based on a measured change in inside diameter of the sleeve between the

peak hardroll diameter located immediately above'the hardroll lower transition and the diameter

of the sleeve adjacent to the FII, which may be located in or below the transition. From the

limited number of samples examined, it can be concluded that sufficient structural integrity is

provided when the difference between the sleeve maximum hardroll diameter and the crack

elevation diameter is greater than or equal to 0.003".

The specimens used in this program were all produced manually, that is, without the aid of
tooling devices to limit rolldown, hence, all of the samples used in this program had significant

rolldown lengths. It is noted that restraints were used to limit the downward motion of the roll
expander tooling thrust collar in the field installation tooling. By limiting the downward motion

of the thrust collar, the roller cage itself is restrained from axial motion, and the length of the
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rolldown area is minimized. The information presented below also supports the conclusion that

rolldown experienced in the field willnot detrimentally influence joint structural integrity.

In 1994, structural integrity testing was performed with crack simulants (throughwall machining

of tube over 360' at three elevations within or below the hardroll to hydraulic expansion

transition using non-conditioned, non-honed, HEJ laboratory prepared specimens. A summary

of the results is as follows:

(1) For four specimens separated below the bottom of the hardroll lower transition the

structural integrity of the joint exceeded the ultimate load capacity of the sleeves of
-8000 lbs, or about 11 times the normal operating condition pressure difference, dZ,
end cap load.

(2) Two specimens (¹5 and ¹17) separated at a hardroH lower transition length of 1/4"

had peak pull force loads of 4100 lbs and 5400 lbs, respectively, or about 5.6 to 7.4

times the normal operating condition pressure difference end cap load.

(3) Two specimens believed to be separated at the top of the hardroll to hydraulic

expansion transition, i.e., the bottom of the hardroll flat length with no interference

lip present, had peak pull force loads of 625 lbs and 1760 lbs.

~ ~

The specimens believed to be separated at the top of the hardroll lower transition were

dimensionally examined. The findings prompted further examination of all of the samples
and'n

evaluation of the pertinence of the data to the proposed criteria. The findings are summaries

in the following paragraphs.

A. Samples separated at the top of the hardroll lower transition.

The post-pull testing fiat length of the roll expanded region of the tube was measured using a

precision machinists scale. The measured lengths were approximately 0.8 and 0.88 inch for the

two samples, thus, the slit was machined well above the hardroll lower transition. This is sub-

stantiated by evidence of cutting tool marks on the sleeve OD in the roll expanded region and

their relative position with regard to the beginning of the hardroll region flat length. The low

pull forces would not have resulted in necking or significant deformation of the tube such that a

reasonable accurate measure of the hardroll flat length could not have been performed. Not only
was no interference lip present, but the full hardroll length was also not present. Therefore, the

structural integrity test results for these two specimens should only be considered as a lower~

~ ~

~

~

~ ~

bound, but not a greatest lower bound, for sleeved tubes with circumferential cracks at the top of
the hardroll lower transition.
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B. Samples separated at a hardroll lower transition length of 1/4 inch.

The reexamination of these specimens revealed that they were separated at the specified distance

of 1.5" below the beginning of the hardroll upper transition (the point when the tube

hydraulically expanded OD above the rolled region began to change), or approximately 1.2"

below the bottom of the HRUT. However, the initial assumption that the samples had typical

hardroll lower transition geometries, i.e., a transition length of -0.25" inch, was not verified. t

was found that the samples had significant rolldown lengths as evidenced by the dimensional

information provided in Table 4-1.

From the Table 4-1 information, the post-pull diameter difference between the sleeve ID in the

hardroll versus the sleeve ID adjacent to the cut in the tube was approximately 0.005" for

sample 17 and 0.002" for sample 5. Both of these specimens exhibited axial strength (4100 and

5475 lbs) well in excess of the RG 1.121 guideline end cap load caused by a pressure difference

of 3''», i.e., 2178 lbs for a pressure difference of 1540 psi. Moreover, Table 4-1 gives an

indication of the extent of the rolldown experienced by these samples. Figure 4-1 provides a

geometric iepresentation of the profile of the hardroll joint and the diameters listed in Table 4-1,

The "normal" (i.e., no rolldown) hardroll lower transition is approximately 0.25". At 1.75"

below the beginiiing of the hardroll fiat length, the sleeve ID was not yet reduced to the

hydraulically expanded diameter above the hardroll, indicating that this area was still being

affected by rolldown during the fabrication of the test specimens. These results imply that the

length of the transition is of secondary importance in determining the strength of the joint, i.e.,

the amount of rolldown is not significant, only the magnitude of the diametral interference. As

the dimensional information presented above was taken following the pull, it is unclear ifthe

diameters were affected due to necking during the tensile loading. For these two samples, the

expected load to introduce yielding of the sleeve is approximately 4500 lbs at 600'. Since the

recorded peak load was 5475 lbs, it is probable that the sleeve experienced some necking in this

region and the validity of the 0.005 inch diameter difference is questionable.

C. Samples separated at below the bottom of the hardroll lower transition

All samples separated at this elevation had a load bearing capability greater than the ultimate

strength of the sleeve itself. The sleeves failed in tension at -8000 lbs.

D. Slip Distance and Leak Rate Information

The force-deflection curves from all of the samples were recovered and re-examined. At 2500

lbs, sample 4, which failed in the sleeve, had a total indicated motion of approximately 0.070

inch. Samples 5 and 17 had indicated displacements of 0.090 and 0.110 inch at a load of 2500
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lbs, leading to the conclusion that the amount of slippage experienced at a SLB end cap load of

1207 lbs would be insignificant. Total indicated testing machine motion includes slippage due to

seating of the gripper jaws, elasticity of the tube and sleeve, and elasticity of the test equipment.

Previous tube tensile loading experience suggests that when the total system elasticities and

displacements are considered, relative motion between the tube and sleeve in the HEJ would not

occur at the SLB /4'nd cap. Therefore, it can be concluded that whether the tube is separated

within or below the hardroll lower transition, no relative motion between the tube and sleeve

would occur. Moreover, data contained in WCAP-14157 Addendum 1 presents structural and

leakage information for HEJ sleeved tube specimens with simulated cracking.

Two samples using AHoy 600 sleeves and Alloy 600 tubes were leak tested. These tubes were

also circumferentially separated by machining. The measured distance from the beginning of the

hardroll flat length referenced on the tube OD to the cut was -1.16". Samples were pressurized

to an differential pressure of 2560 psi at 600 F. The measured leak rate reported to be 0.0001

gpm. Pre- and post-leak test overall sample length measurements indicated that no relative

motion between the sleeve and tube had occurred. The results of these tests indicate that the

internal pressurization effects also add to the structural characteristics of the joint. These effects

were not included in the previously discussed structural integrity testing.

4.2 Discussion of 1996 Test Data

Tensile testing of samples was performed in a tensile testing machine at the Westinghouse

Science and Technology Center, Churchill, PA. Outside diameter gripper jaws were used to

secure the samples to the testing machine. Total crosshead travel was recorded due to the fact

that the furnace prohibited application of extensometers directly to the cut elevation. Included in

the total machine travel are errors due to slippage of the gripping jaws and elasticity of the test

specimen. Elasticity of the test specimen is approximately 0.020 inch at a load of 3000 lbs,

while slippage in the jaws is more significant. The design of the gripper includes a "C" shaped

outer collar with self-adjusting jaws. As a load is applied the jaws slip relative to the collar and

cause an indentation into the tube or sleeve wall as the load continues to escalate. Previous

testing has shown that at approximately 2625 lbs load, jaw slippage could be as large as 0.06

inch per jaw, resulting in total jaw slippage error of up to 0.12 inch at the 3'nd cap load.

In the case of the non-conditioned tube samples, the total machine motion exceeded 1.7 inches

when the load dropped to zero while the engagement length (hardroll flat region plus transition

length) between the tube and sleeve was approximately 1.12 to 1.19 inch.
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4.2.1 Conditioned Tube Samples

This series of tests performed in 1996 were intended to justify the proposed d,D repair boundary

criteria. Tube and sleeve specimens were prepared using Alloy 600 tubes and Alloy 690

sleeves. The tubes were "conditioned" by exposure to primary water at elevated temperatures in

an autoclave to apply an oxide film to the tubes. The ID of the conditioned tubes were honed

prior to sleeve installation, similar to the field installations. Sleeve installation used computer

controlled hydraulic expansion and manual hardrolling. Due to size limitations of the autoclave

used for conditioning the tube samples were limited to 12" in length. In order to facilitate

tensile testing in combination with the instrument furnace used to heat the samples, an overall

specimen length of 19" was required for the sleeved tube specimens. The specimens were

configured so that -6.5" of tube extended above the sleeve and -6.5" of sleeve extended beyond

the tube at the bottom. A spacer tube section was utilized to fillthis length difference below the

tube to accommodate rolling. The spacer tube and sleeve were tack roll expanded at the sleeve

bottom end and the two tube sections were clamped together during simulated upper roll
expansion. After rolling it was found the samples experienced greater than anticipated rolldown

lengths. Having rolldown in the specimens is conservative, since the shallower angle of the lip
of tube material in a rolldown condition theoretically requires less force for deformation than a

steeply angled or prototypic lip. After sleeve installation, the tubes were circumferentially slit to

depths of 40% to 60% throughwall for eddy current diameter verification (performed by Zetec).

The tubes were then separated throughwall by machining at various locations to support the

proposed criteria, subjected to a second conditioning and then tensile tested. The tubes were slit

with a 0.07 inch wide tool, resulting in an extremely conservative representation of the crack.

The tube outside diameter differences from the midpoint of the hardroll to the tube cut location

ranged from 0.002 to 0.005 inch, while the OD differences between the hardroll maximum

diameter located at the top of the hardroll lower transition and tube cut location ranged from

0.003 to 0.006 inch. Selection of the slit locations was done prior to having results of the eddy

current testing and establishment of the ~ being specified between the hardroll peak diameter

and PTI elevation. Based on examination of supplemental samples used for the wall thinning

correlation, the variance in wall thinning is bounded by 0.001 inch, and may be ignored when

estimating the sleeve ID adjacent to the cut (see Section 4.4).

For 4 of the samples the first slip load was greater than the 3M end cap load while all samples

had first slip load values exceeding the 1.4 times SLB hP end cap load. The total machine

displacements at the 3LP end cap load were examined for the samples which had first slip loads

less than the 36,P end cap load. When the total'system slippage errors are considered, the

relative displacement between the samples was determined to be less than 0.02 inch at the
3'nd

cap load, The load escalation profile indicates that ratcheting of the joint (indicating

slippage between the tube and sleeve in the HEJ with galling at the interface) occurs at about
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4000 lbs resistive load. The load path followed a smooth curve up to this load point, The

ratcheting load was consistent (3600 to 4000 lbs for all samples), indicating that the hardroll to

hydraulic hD and hardroll peak diameter to PTI cK) has a negligible impact upon this point in

the load path. A summary. of the peak loads, which ranged from 5200 to 6800 lbs, and diameter

differences are furnished in Table 4-2. Physical examination of the specimens after the testing

showed that a significant amount of galling occurs on the sleeve OD when the parent tube is

pulled over the joint. A minimal amount of sleeve OD surface disruption is evidenced in the

transition region, while the extent of sleeve OD surface disruption is much more prevalent in the

roll expanded region, leading to the conclusion that the full hardroll length carries the vast

majority of the load, and that the ~ between the peak hardroll diameter and diameter adjacent

to the PTI may 'affect the first slip load. An example of the force vs. deflection curves for
several conditioned tubes are provided in Figures 4-2a thru 4.2d. Of interest in these curves are

that the load at which ratcheting, or slippage with galling in the joint occurs at about the same

for all samples, regardless of PTI ~ or hardroll to hydraulic cQ). Figure 4-3 is a graphical

representation of the peak load vs. diametral interference for the samples tested. Figure 4-3

indicates the second order regression through the conditioned tube data. Interestingly, the peak

load of 4100 lbs for the non-conditioned tube with a rQ) of 0.002" (discussed in Section 4.1.B)
lies almost directly on the curve. The peak load of 5475 lbs for the non-conditioned tube with a

LQ3 of 0.005" lies slightly below the regression curve. Since the peak load for this sample

exceeded the yield load of the sleeve at 600', the validity of the 0.005" value is questionable

due to the load experienced by the sample and is addressed in Section 4.1.B. Figure 4-4 plots

the first slip loads against the diametral interferences, and Figure 4-5 plots peak load vs. hardroll

to hydraulically expanded B,OD difference to show graphically that this parameter does not

influence HEJ peak load capability.

Also of interest is the fact that galling was evidenced between the tube and sleeve at the upper

edge of the hydraulically expanded region. The eddy current profiles and dimensional evaluation

of the hydraulically expanded region shows that a slightly larger diameter is found at the ends of
the hydraulic expansion. The thermal expansion characteristics of Alloy 690 suggest that the

joint willbecome tighter at elevated temperatures, therefore, the evidence of galling at the top of
the hydraulically expanded region simply validates this phenomenon. This phenomenon

contributes to the integrity of the 0.003" cE) repair boundary.

4.2.2 Non-Conditioned Tube Samples

Several non-conditioned tube samples were also used for preliminary force vs. displacement

development. The tube lengths used for the samples used were 19" long, therefore the 6.5"

spacers required for the conditioned samples were not required. The tubes and sleeves were tack

roll expanded at the bottom end into a carbon steel collar prior to upper hardrolling. Unlike the
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conditioned samples and the field installation, the non-conditioned samples were not honed. The

"scuffing" of the tube ID surface due to honing appeared to somewhat increase the first slip

values for the conditioned tube samples. Computer controlled expansion was used for the

hydraulic expansion and these samples were prepared with similar roll expansion diameters as

the conditioned samples. Similar d,D values as the conditioned samples were used. A summary

of the peak loads and diameter differences for these non-conditioned, non-honed samples are

furnished in Table 4-3.

For the non-conditioned, non-honed samples NA-1 thru NA-4, the 3'nd cap load was

achieved at total machine travel of 0.13 to 0.15 inch. When the allowances for specimen

elasticity and jaw slippage are included, the 3'nd cap load resistance of the samples was

likely to have been developed in approximately 0.01 to 0.03 inch of specimen relative

displacement. The furnace was opened on several samples at the point when first slip was

evidenced. No relative motion between the tube and sleeve could be visibly detected at that

point since the slit width did not appear to widened. Relative motion would have been

evidenced by scratching or surface galling as the tube is being pulled over the sleeve.

Therefore, the first slip condition very well may represent the point of first relative motion

between the tube and sleeve, and not separation of the tube at the location of the crack(s).

Two non-conditioned samples, NAFT-2 and NAFT-3 were tested with partially throughwall,
360', 0.070 inch wide slits. The slit depth for NAFT-2 was 0.042 inch, or 84% throughwall,

and the slit depth for NAFT-3 was 0.043 inch, or 86% throughwall. Full length tube sections

were used for all of the non-conditioned specimens, that is, at the bottom of the sample the tube

end and sleeve end were consistent, while at the top the tube extended -6 inches past the end of
the sleeve to facilitate pulling. At the bottom end the tube/sleeve were rolled into tubesheet

collars. NAFT-2 had the tube and sleeve separated immediately above the collar with the tube

only then separated several inches above the cut end of the sleeve so that this sample could be

pulled as all of the other samples. NAFT-3 was produced with the tube/sleeve remaining within
the collar, thereby simulating the actual tube condition within the steam generator. The

configuration of sample NAFT-3 resulted in the entire end cap load being applied to the non-

degraded ligament. This sample was intended to show that ifit'is postulated that a partially
intact tube ligament fails in tension during loading that the interaction of the tube and sleeve as

the tube is pulled over the sleeve is consistent with the other samples. The configuration of all
other samples isolated the strength characteristics of the HEJ through the configuration of the

samples. In NAFT-3, the HEJ became loaded only after the non-degraded tube ligament was

separated.

NAFT-2 exhibited a first slip of 2000 lbs, which is consistent with the other samples, however

the non-degraded ligament did not fail until 7500 lbs load. This was confirmed by opening the
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fdrnace and examining the sample immediately after the load reduction. No galling marks could

be seen on the sleeve OD and there was no apparent extension of the cut. As the tube was

pulled over the sleeve the tube material stretched, but remained intact until the 7500 lbs load.

The bridging of tube material across the slit region produced a condition almost similar to the

case where the tubes were separated by machining below the hardroll lower transition. This

bridging of tube material across the simulated crack resulted in a condition such that the entire

tube transition length interacted with the sleeve.

NAFT-3 failed in the ligament at 1925 lbs. Again this was confirmed by examination

immediately after the first change in the load curve. The calculated limit load for the remaining

ligament using the expected material ultimate strength adjusted for the 600' test temperature is
—1700 lbs. No first slip condition was detected since there was no relative motion between the

tube and sleeve until ligament separation. The load continued to escalate with no joint slippage

or ratcheting until about 4000 lbs, which again is consistent with the other samples. The test of
NAFT-3 was halted at a load of 5700 lbs applied to the HEJ since the sample was experiencing

large displacements. The tube and sleeve had begun to slip within the tubesheet collar. At the

load of 5700 lbs, the amount of relative motion between the tube and sleeve, as evidenced by
scratching of the sleeve OD, was estimated to be approximately 0.06 to 0.09„inch. For tubes

within the steam generator which have crack morphologies consistent with the pulled tubes, the

eccentric crack pattern would be expected to lead to the bending lockup phenomenon discussed

in WCAP-14157 Addendum 1. This bending lockup phenomenon was shown to enhance the

structural integrity of the joint such that a non-degraded ligament calculated overload capacity

equal to the 36,P end cap load was increased by a factor of 2.

4.3 Tube Pull Results

In Aprilof 1995 three HEJ sleeved tube samples, R2 C32, R2 C54, and R2 C61, were removed

from S/G B. These tubes were cut immediately above the top of tubesheet and several inches

below the first TSP then removed from the steam generator from the secondary side so that the

HEJ was not damaged.

As the intent of the HEJ sleeved tube removal was to examine the parent tube corrosion, R2 C32

and R2 C54 were tensile loaded to open the parent tube circumferential crack faces. The tube

and sleeve were welded together at the bottom while the tube alone was loaded at the top.
Tensile loading in this condition simulated the actual condition within the steam generator. Load

vs. deflection curves were developed for both specimens. Testing was performed at room

temperature conditions. Peak loads developed at the failure point of the non-degraded ligament
were 10,359 lbs for R2 C32 and 10,700 lbs for R2 C54. Peak frictional loads developed after

ligament failure were 2800 lbs and 4000 lbs, icspectively. The crack elevation for R2 C32 was
t
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at the top of the hardroll lower transition while the crack elevation in R2 C54 was in the

approximate midpoint of the hardroll lower transition.

For each of the pulled tubes tensile loaded, the ligament failure loads and the peak frictional

loads following ligament failure exceeded the most limiting RG 1.121 loading. Destructive

examination indicated 360'racking with minimum, average and peak crack depths of 5% TW,

61% TW and 92% for R2 C32, and 4% TW, 60% and 92% for R2 C54. The crack morphol-

ogy was found to be segmented, with 21 and 19 ligaments respectively, separating the individual

crack initiation sites for each tube. Allcorrosion was ID initiated and the macrocrack network

was not found in a single plane.

4.4 Process Verification Samples

The samples used for verification of the structural integrity of the HEI could not be measured in

the hardroll ID region of the sleeve since the unexpanded diameter of the sleeve would not

permit an ID micrometer in the 0.700 to 0.800 inch inspection range to pass. Therefore,

process verification samples were used to develop a correlation between the measured OD and

expected ID of the samples in the lower transition region. Process verification samples were

hydraulically expanded, hardrolled, dimensioned and then sectioned. Tube/sleeve wall thickness

measurements were taken at the cut face in the hardroll midpoint and at approximately 0.25 inch

into the lower transition. From the examination of the wall thickness measurements, the

maximum difference in wall thickness in the middle of the hardrolled region to approximately

0.25 inch into the lower transition was approximately 0.001 inch. The wall thicknesses at each

elevation are likely to be consistent. At a ~ value of 0.003", the distance into the transition

should be less than 1/8 inch for the field tubes. Since the rollers are 1.5 inch long with a 1 inch

long (nominal) flat length and 1/4 inch end tapers, the sleeve ID is in intimate contact with the

rollers during the expansion at the LD = 0.003" location, and therefore, the wall thickness at

this point should be consistent with the hardroll.midpoint as the tube and sleeve at the ~ =

0.003 inch value are in direct contact with the rollers during the roll expansion process.

Therefore, for the samples used for structural integrity testing, the sleeve inside diameter

differences at the cut location would be expected to be equal to the OD diameter differences

measured at the cut locations on the structural integrity samples since the rolls were contacting

the sleeve ID during the entire roll expansion process. At 1/8 inch into the taper on the bottom

end of the roner the RADIUS change is approximately 0.010". As the torque input to expand a

sleeve in air is small compared to the field procedure torque input, the rolls should be equally

loaded on a unit length basis over the contact length between the sleeve ID and the rolls. As a

conservative measure, a 0.001" uncertainty "factor" should be included in determination of
overall system uncertainties (including NDE measurement uncertainty). It should be further
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noted that the test data plotted in Figure 4-3 indcates sufficient structural integrity for actual ADs

of a minimum of 0.002".

Based on these samples there was evidence of wall thinning relative to the original thickness of

the tube/sleeve, due to the hardrolling. The amount of thinning was determined by subtracting

the sectioned hardroll midpoint ID from the hardroll OD and subsequently dividing by two. The

amount of wall thinning was found to depend on the size of the roll expanded sleeve ID. For

sleeve roll expanded IDs of about 0.730 inch, the difference between original, unexpanded tube

and sleeve total wall thickness to post rolled total sleeve and tube waH thickness was about

0.0035 inch. For roll expanded sleeve IDs of about 0.720 inch, the difference between original

and rolled wall thicknesses was about 0.0025 inch, while the difference between original and

rolled wall thicknesses for roll expanded sleeve IDs of about 0.715 inch was about 0.0016 inch.

The average measured wall thiniiing by constant area expansion due to the hydraulic expansion

process alone was found to be 0.0008 inch.

The hardroller design uses 4 individual roller "pins" held in place by a roller "cage". As the

tapered center mandrel interacts with the rolls the mandrel is drawn upward by the rolls and the

diameter is thereby increased. The use of 4 rolls provides for better concentricity control due to

the rolling process. As all 4 rolls are pulled downward during the reverse roll or removal

operation, the diameter in the lower transition should be similarly concentric with the roll flat

length region as the rolls are spinning in reverse and the cage housing the rolls is similarly

spinning in reverse.

4.5 Leakage Allowance

Previously submitted data can be revisited in order to establish a steam line break leakage

allowance. In previous submittals leakage data for 240'hroughwall slits located at the top of
the hardroll lower transition were used to develop a SLB leakage allowance. Using data from

WCAPs 14157 and 14157 Addendum 1, a SLB leakage allowance of 0.025 gpm per tube left in
service due to application of the proposed criteria is therefore developed.

In WCAP-14157 HEJ samples were leak tested at 600 F. Crack simulation was achieved by
completely machining away the. tube at the listed elevation. For tubes completely machined

away at the bottom of the hardroll lower transition and tube OD of 0.896 inch, which

corresponds to a sleeve ID of 0.721 inch and ~ (between the peak hardroll diameter and the

elevation of the cut in the tube simulating the crack) of about 0.021 inch, average and peak

leakage values of 0.0012 gpm and 0.0032 gpm for normal operation and 0.0025 and 0.0083 gpm

for SLB conditions were recorded. For tubes completely machined away at the geometric

inflection of the hardroll transition (listed value; validity of the actual cut location cannot be
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determined), or at approximately 1/3 to 1/2 of the transition length, average and peak leakage

~

~

~

~

~

values of 0.0008 and 0.0016 gpm for normal operation and 0.008 and 0.016 gpm for SLB

conditions were recorded. As the average leak rate for samples with a full lower transition are

1/10 th of the applied per tube bounding leak rate allowance, the conservatism in the 0.025 gpm

per indication bounding allowance should provide for adequate leakage estimation,

WCAP-14157 Addendum 1 presents structural and leakage test results for tubes with 240

throughwall slits located at the top of the hardroll lower transition using Alloy 690 sleeves

Dimensional data presented in WCAP-14157 Addendum 1 indicates that most of the samples had

a slightly larger diameter immediately above the slit compared to the hardroll midpoint,

Therefore, these samples had an expected cK) (between hardroll peak diameter and elevation of
cut in tube) of 0.000 to 0.001 inch. Both nominally sized samples (0.723 hardroll ID) and small

sized samples (0.714 inch hardroll ID) were used. The average and peak leakage values for the

slit specimens at SLB conditions was 0.0063 gpm and 0.016 gpm, respectively. Of interest here

is that the average and peak values for the case of a 0.020 inch wide, 240'hroughwall slit and .

completely separated tube at the geometric inflection point of the hardroll lower transition were

essentially equal. Further conservatism is provided through the use of 0.020 inch wide
throughwall slit specimens as opposed to stress corrosion cracks. The flow area of the 240',
0.020" wide slits is 0.042 in~, and is a huge flow area compared to the actual crack opening ~
for a stress corrosion crack.

Two samples using Alloy 600 sleeves were completely machined away at an elevation of
approximately 1.16 inch below the top of the hardroll flat, or, at about a LE) of 0.008 inch using
the 1996 test specimens as a guide. The SLB leakage for these specimens was 0.00001 gpm.

Another sample (¹023) originally used for structural integrity testing was leak tested after tensile

loading to ligament failure. This sample was one used for "zero friction" tests, and was

configured such that the tube was tensile loaded at each end. A typical upper HEJ was produced
while the tube and sleeve had no mechanical interaction at the bottom of the sample. The tube

had a 240'hroughwall slit located at the top of the hardroll lower transition. The sample was

intended to result in tube ligament failure without introducing HEJ slippage or galling, in an

attempt to show the benefit provided by the bending lockup phenomena evidenced in the
240'hroughwallslit testing. The tuQ failed in tension at 5150 lbs force. Following separation,

sample 023 was leak tested. The SLB leak rate was found to be 0.009 gpm.

From the slitted leakage samples and circumferentially separated leakage samples, the average

SLB leak rate was found to 0.0063 gpm, which is 4 times less than the proposed bounding, per
tube leakage allowance of 0.025 gpm per tube. The 0.025 gpm per tube allowance is 40%

greater than the largest measured leakage test data point.
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Table 4-1: 1994 HEJ Sleeved Tube Samples 5 and 17

Non-conditioned, Non-honed Tubes

Dimensional Characterization

Specimen Inside Diameter Measurements (inch)

Sample HE
Above HR

HR
Midpoint

Transition

at Tube Cut

—1.5" Below —1.75" Below

Top of HR Top of HR

17

0.704

0.704

0.724/0.724 0.722/0.723

0.725/0.725 0.720/0.720

0.717/0.717 0.710/0.710

0.712/0.713 0.707/0.706

Note: Alldiameters except the HE above the HR were measured at two locations

which were 90 apart.
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Table 4-2: Peak Load versus hD Values for Varying
Hardroll to Hydraulic Expansion Diameters, Conditioned Samples

Sample

ST1

ST2t'I

ST4~ I

STS +

ST6

First Slip
Load

(lbs)

1880

1800

3100

2520

2120

3280

Peak

Load

(lbs)

5200

5900

6100

6600

6200

6800

Sleeve HR
ED

(inch)

0.721

0.721

0.712

0.731

0.727

0.714

EQUHE

d,D

(inch)

0.0230

0.0176

0.0090

0.0275

0.0225

0.0121

HR/Cut
/4'inch)

0.003

0.005

0.006

0.005

0.006

0.006

TOF"'o
Cut

(inch)

1.06

1.12

1.06

1.12

1.12

1.12

ST8

ST10

not tested not tested

2540

0.728

0.715

0.0244

0.0173

0.005

0.004

1.06

1.06

Notes:

(1) The term TOF refers to "top ofhardroll flat" and is a measurement of the distance from the top or beginning of
the hardroll flat length to the cut location. The top of the flat is consistent with the peak diameter measurement

at the top of the hardroll.

(2) Roller torqued out prematurely due to bad bearing in roller assembly. Field installation would have rerolled

tube. Test samples not rerolled to provide conseivative points for structural evaluation.
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Table 4-3: Peak Load vs. ~ Values

for Non-Conditioned HEJ Specimen Tensile Tests

Sample 1st Slip
Load

(lbs)

Peak Load

(lbs)

Slv HR/cut~ (I) ~

(inch)

HR/HE
B,OD

(inch)

HR/Cut
BOD

(inch)

TOF~I

to Cut

(inch)

NA-1 +

NA-2
"'A-3

NA-4

NAFT-2

NAFT-3

1440

1640<4>

1760

2340

1925

4800 0.008/0.009

6500 0.008/0.009

6560 0.006/0.007

6000 0.008/0.009

7500(~ 0.005/0.006

5700") 0.006/0.007

0.022

0.021

0.018

0.011

0.015

0.016

0.008

0.008

0.006

0.008

0.005

0.006

1.12

1.12

1.12

1.19

1.12

1.06

Notes:

(1) The sleeve HR ID value is estimated based on comparison of process verification samples and pre-assembly

tube and sleeve wall thickness measurements.

(2) The term TOF refers to "top ofhardroll flat" and is a measurement of the distance from the top or beginning of
the hardroll flat length to the cut location.

(3) Premature torque out.

(4) First slip condition was hardly distinguishable. Samples did not experience a slippage as all others but more of
a slight decrease in the load buildup rate.

(5) Tube nonMegraded ligament broke at a load of 7500 lbs. Test manually stopped at this point.

(6) Tube nonMegraded ligament broke at a load of 1925 lbs. Sleeve started to slip in tube at bottom hardroll at

about 3250 lbs. Test manually halted at this point.
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FIGURE 4-1

DIAMETERPROFII~ FOR NON-CONDITIONEDSAMPLES ¹5 AND ¹17 from

1996 TESTING PROGRAM

Standard HEJ for
7/8'D x 0.050"
SG Tube.

HEJ Test
Specimen

Alloy600
Tube

Diameter of
'ydraulic Expansion

1 AN

Diameter of
Hardroll

i
Diameter at Elevation
of Tube Cut

Diameter at 1.5"

Diameter at 1.75"

Significant
Rolldown

FILBWCP146P

Alloy690
Sleeve Tube cut at bottom of

hardroll and lower
portion removed.
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FIG -2a

CAL RESISTIVE LOAD vs. TOTALMACHINEDI CEMENT CURVE FOR CONDITIONED SPECMEN
1996 TEST DATA
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FIG -2b

TYPICALRESISTIVE LOAD vs. TOTALMACHINEDIS CEMENT CURVE FOR CONDITIONED SPECIMENS:

1996 TEST DATA
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FIG 2c

TYPICALRESISTIVE LOAD vs. TOTALMACHINEDIS CEMENT CURVE FOR CONDITIONED SPECMENS.

1996 TEST DATA

(Note: Total machine displacement includes slippage errors due to setting of OD gripper jaws, specimen elongation, both elastic and

plastic, and test rig elasticity)
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FIG -2d
TYPICALRESISTIVE LOAD vs. TOTALMACHINEDIS CEMENT CURVE FOR CONDITIONED SPECIMENS:

1996 TEST DATA

(Note: Total machine displacement includes slippage errors due to setting of OD gripper jaws, specimen elongation, both elastic and
plastic, and test rig elasticity)
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FI ~ 4-3

PEAK LOAD vs. DIAMETER.I CE: CONDITIONED SPECIMENS
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A second order regression curve extrapolates to
a value at zero interference which is comparable
to results reported in WCAP-14167.
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.
FIRST SLIP vs. DIAMETRALINTERFERENCE: CONDITIONED SPECIMENS
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~+4.5
PEAK LOAD vs, HARDROLL/HYDRUALICREGION hD
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The data indicate that there is no
apparent correlation between the peak
load and the magnitude of the hard roll
minus hydraulic expansion diameter
fordiameter difFerences greater than
about 8 mils.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

.1 Structural Considerations

Based on the above discussions, it is concluded that an actual diameter difference of 0.003 inch

between the sleeve ID hardroll peak diameter immediately above the hardroll lower transition and

the sleeve ID adjacent to the PTI willprovide for peak load bearing capability far in excess of the

most limiting RG 1.121 loading. The projected first slip values for such tubes are consistent with

the tube end cap load developed by the theoretical loading of 1.4 times the SLB end cap load and

therefore exceed the actual pressure developed end cap loading at SLB conditions.

The developed inside diameter hD value of 0.003 inch (actual) applies equally to the range of upper

hardroll expansions experienced at Kewaunee. In 1988, the average of the sleeve ID hardroll to

sleeve ID hydraulically expanded difference was approximately 0.034 inch while the average for the

1989 and 1991 sleeve installations was 0.028 inch and 0.024 inch, respectively. The distribution of
indications suggests that the incidence of parent tube degradation is not attributed solely to size of
the roll expansion. The eddy current data for the 1995 inspection indicates that most crack locations

are greater than 1.3 inch below the top of the hardroll flat length, and considering that the robotic

tooling provided rolldown restraint, the following expectations can be established;

i) Crack locations for the majority of the previously plugged sleeved tubes (based on

recorded crack elevations below the bottom of the hardroll upper transition) provides for
hardroll peak to crack rK)'s of greater than 0.003 inch, and most likely on the order of
0.007 inch. At such /4IDs, the total load capability of the HEJ would be expected to

approach the ultimate strength capability of the sleeve itself.

2) The field tubes willcontain less rolldown than the test samples. This more pronounced

interference lip should provide for increased structural integrity characteristics over the

test data base. The honing process performed on the field tubes has a beneficial impact

upon both the first slip and peak load capabilities.

Additional considerations and observations regarding the Kewaunee steam generators can be

presented which provide a defense-in-depth approach.

1) The revised repair boundary criterion does not take credit for the frictional force between

the tube and the TSP. Experience with pulling tubes at Kewaunee and other plants

indicates that these forces can be significant. Industry data indicates that for corrosion

product packed TSP intersections that the minimum pull forces are approximately 80 lbs

per intersection. Ifdenting of the tube is experienced, the pull forces can exceed several
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thousand pounds per intersection. In 1990, two tubes were removed from S/G B at

Kewaunee. The is first tube was cut below the fourth TSP. After tube roll breakaway,

the load increased to 18,000 lbs, at which point the tube broke. A second tube was cut

below the first TSP. After tube roll breakaway, peak load increased to 14,000 lbs. Tube

roll breakaway forces were consistent for both tubes. Once the roll is removed, the

remaining forces are generated totally by the corrosion product packing in the tubesheet

crevice and TSP intersections. Ifthe tubesheet corrosion product packing conditions

were similar for both tubes then 4,000 lbs load capacity was developed among the first

three TSP intersections for the first tube. This resistance load nearly doubles the 3M
end cap lo'ading. Tube pull results from other plants with no detectable denting at the

TSP intersections indicate tube pull forces of approximately 925 lbs per intersection to

2650 lbs per intersection.

2) The crack simulants used were very conservative. The removed tube data from

Kewaunee showed that the degradation consisted of aplanar multi-ligament indications

instead of a single throughwall flaw. The tests which utilized tubes with less than 100%

throughwall slits showed that the first slip values were slightly elevated but that the peak

load capability was well in excess of the throughwall slit tubes. The segmented

morphology of the pulled tubes would effectively increase the interference lip and act to

cause the peak resistive loads to approach those for the cases where tubes were machined

away below the hardroll lower transition, resulting in resistive loads approximately equal

to the ultimate strength of the sleeve itself.

3) The previously presented axial displacement analysis contained in WCAP-14446 showed

that tube axial displacement of approximately 1.1" is required before substantial leakage

can occur, and based solely on an available flow area basis, tube axial displacement of
approximately 3 inches is required before tube rupture release rates are realized. The

structural integrity testing concluded that slippage at actual worst case pressure end cap

loads willnot occur. Finally, ifit is postulated that a tube were to experience some level

of slippage, the load capacity balancing the pressure end cap load willbe developed

immediately upon the onset of galling between the tube and sleeve in the hardroll

expanded region. The limits of tube axial displacement, neglecting the effects of TSP

crevice packing, for any. tube, is approximately 1.1" at SLB conditions, as described in
WCAP-14446.

5.2 Leakage Considerations

ince the pressure developed end cap loading is less than the provided first slip resistance, there is

no basis to exclude the previously recorded leak test data for tubes with 240'hroughwall slits
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located at a diameter difference of 0.000 to 0.001 inch. Leak test data for a sample separated at the

~

~ ~ ~

~ ~

~

~

~

~

~

op of the hardroll lower transition by tensile overload indicates SLB leakage of less than 0.001

m. The average SLB leakage of 0.0063 gpm is dominated by a few samples with leakage on the

order of 0.012 to 0.016 gpm. Six of the nine specimens used for the leak testing had leakage less

than 0.01 gpm and 4 of these 6 had leakage of less than 0.00005 gpm. Therefore, a SLB leakage

allowance of 0.025 gpm per tube left in service as a result of application of the dZ) criteria

represents a conservative bounding value in light of the limited data base. SLB leakage is to be

neglected for indications with rQ) values of greater than 0.013 inch. The leak test results revisited

here indicate that SLB leakage of 0.0025 gpm per indication would be expected for a LQ3 of about

0.019 inch. The conservative allowance of 0.025 gpm per tube with LD values of 0.004 to 0.013

inch are expected to conservatively account for any leakage from tubes with cQ)'s greater than 0.013

inch. The basis for selection of a lower bound for leakage allowance of 0.013 ~ is that the

minimum acceptable sleeve hardroll ID minus sleeve hydraulicaHy expanded ID is 0.013 inch. For

small roll expansions this willensure that the elevation of the PTI is below the hardroll lower

transition while for nominal and large PTIs the interference lip willbe sufficient to preclude a large

leakage event.

5.3 Validation of Previous HEJ Alternate Repair Criteria

The two previous HEJ license amendment proposals which were either denied or not decided upon

et can be validated by the latest set of tests. The structural test specimens had crack elevadons of
1.06 (3 specimens) and 1.12 inch (4 specimens) below the top of the hardroll upper transition. All
specimens exhibited peak load capacity far in excess of the most limiting RG 1.121 loading, and

first slip values aH exceeded the theoretical loading of 1.4 times the SLB pressure developed end cap

loading. Therefore, the 1.1" F~ analogous criteria proposed by American Electric Power in 1995

was verified by the current test results. A graphical representation of the structural integrity testing

results for the conditioned tube samples using the measured distance below the top of the hardroll

flat is provided in Figure 5-1. From Figure 5-1, the predicted peak load at the proposed criteria

limitof 1.1" of hardroll below the top of hardroll flat is approximately 6000 lbs, and would provide

for a margin of approximately 3800 lbs to the 32& maximum RG limitof 2178 lbs end cap load.

The limited angle criteria proposed by the Wisconsin Electric Power Company had been structurally

verified by the test program described in WCAP-14157, Addendum 1, however, eddy current

uncertainties involved with crack angle measurement were not resolved. The currently proposed

criteria and the criteria proposed by American Electric Power do not rely upon crack angular

measurement, and conservatively assume the tube to be completely circumferentially separated at the

crack location.

HLE WCP1 4641 30 OS/01/96



FIGURE 5-1

PEAK LOAD vs. TOP OF HARDROLLFLATTO CUT LOCATION
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In sumaiMy, FTI willuse a discharge coefficient of 1.0 for the entire two-phase leak flow regime.
Allother aspects ofour brcak modeliag willremain uachaaged. This methodology complies with
tbe intent aad requirements ofAppendix K for SBLOCA. For SBLOCA traasieats predicting clad
temperatures above 1800 F using the Appendix K technique, FTI willalso analyze such cases

using its variable C, method. 1800 F willbe the established transition point. Analyzing such
cases with both techniques assures that the PCT willbe conservatively predicted.

t

Parthl Loop Seal Cleariiig: In response to questions regarding partial loop seal charing, several
additional SBLOCA cases were run using the plant model shown in Figure 1. Break sizes were
varied from 1.6 to 2.0-.inch to study the transition from no loop seal clearing to the clearing of
the broken loop. It was found that RELAP5/MOD2-RRW predicts this transition for breaks
between 1.9 and 2.0-images. Tbe liquid levels in the broken loop pump suction piping for these
tae cases are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Figurc 4 shows tbc core liquid levels for the two cases.
From Figure 4 it can be observed that the minhnum core liquid levels of about 9.0-ft occur at
about 1600 seconds aad uM:rc;isc thereafter. For the 2.0-inch break, tbe core liquid level is about
10.0-ft at the time of loop seal clearing. The loop seal spillunder elevation corresponds to S.G-ft
height from the bottom of the core.

The steam velocity in the upside pump suction piping for the 2-iach break is shown in Figure 5.
Once the steam venthig process initiates, the head imbalaiice in the loop seal accelerates the steam
flow aad can be expected to reach a terminal velocity suf5cieat to clear the loop seal, For the 2-
iach beak thc terminal steam velocity in the upside pump suction piping reaches about 10.0 ft/s
at the time of loop seal clearing as showa in Figure 5. Tuomisto and Kajaato'how that the loop
willclear completely for steam velocity greater than 6.2 ft/s (1.9 m/s) at 870 psia (60 bar). This
is based oa the flooding criterion for large diameter vertical pipes, Kutateladze Number Ku (See
&patioa 5 ia Reference 1) equals 3.2. This floaHng criterion is defined as a zero downward flow
of falling filmon thc tube surfaces. They also show that, at pressures above about 145 psia (10
bar), vertical flooding is the limitiag mechaaism for loop seal cleariag rather than tbe droplet
catraiameat from the stratified liquid in the horizontal section of thc loop seal. For the 2.0-iach
brcak case, thc system pressure is about 1000 psia aad therefore the loop willclear for steam
velocities lower than 6.2 ftls. Tbe 1.9-inch break case in ROSA (scc response to Qicstion 14)
demonstrates the loop seal clearing mechanism discussed above. For these brcak sizes, it is
possible to accumulate some of the liquid in tbe loop seal owe the initial acceleration of steam is
complete as observed in the test. This liquid f311 back is also observed in the RELAP5 simulation
of the 1.95-inch break case which is discussed at tbc cad of this section.

Figure 3 shows that tbe Hquid level in tbe upside of the loop seal section starts to decrease after
about 1700 seconds. Tbe void fractions in Nodes 255, 260, and 265 are shown in Figures 6
through 8, respectively. Fnnn thee figures it can bc scen that the liquid level decrease in the
loop seal upside section is caised by the increase in void frwction in the pump vohimc (Node 260).
Stcam venting from the loop seal occurs only after about 2200 secoads as shown in Figurc 6. Tbe

~

~~ ~ ~
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pump discharge pipmg on tbc other hand is highly voided after about 750 seconds due to tbe steam
flow fmm the upper bead spray nozzles into tbe downcomer. At about 1600 seconds the brcak
junction void fraction ia:rcases rapidly from zero to a highly voided state and tbc flow in the cold



leg starts to oscillate. Injection of the cold ECC water into the highly voided cold Icg and the
brcak node amplify these oscillations. This results in a fiow of steam from the cold leg into the

pump volume, Note that in tbe broken loop, up until loop seal cleariag, the HPI water is injected
in to the Node 276 (a vertical node), aad the CCI water is injected into the cold leg. The
equilibrium optioa is selected in Node 276, making Node 276 a major source of oscillations.
Stratified flow is expected in thc pump discharge piping and RELAP5 allows only small
condemnation when thc flow is stratified. The voidiag of tbe pump node prior to loop seal clearing
is discussed Airtber in the next section.

To f'urther study the possibility ofpredicting partial loop seal charing, a 1.95-inch bzeak case was
rua. Tbe broken loop also cleared for this case. However, some Hquid remaiiicd in thc upside
section and in the pump node, possibly as a liquid filmon thc pipe walls that fell bar R after the
high steam flow period ended. This water cventuaHy amiiaulated in Node 255 as shown in
Figurc 9. Allother nodes in thc loop seal were almost completely voided. Tbe liquid did not fall
into node 250, which rcpresctits tbe lowerniost portion of tbe U-bend. This is consistent with the
discussion in Reference 1.

Tbc broken loop pump suction nodiag for the base model is shown in Figure 10. To reduce early
loop seal clearing, Node 248, representing the lower portion of the downside piping, was set at
a small node height, 1 foot. The bottom of Node 248 coincides with the spill under elevation of
tbe loop seal. Node 250 represents the horizontal portion of tbe U-bead aad thc height of this node
is tbe radius of thc pipe. Node 260 represents thc pump. The height ofNode 260 is 5.81 ft which
is the actual height of the pump up to the centerline of the discharge piping. In RELAPS, the
pump volume also uses the high mixing flow regime, and, therefore, slug fiow (Wilson drag) is
aot used in this node, even though it is a vertical node.

Thc early voiding of the pump node for the 2.0-inch brcak case, as discussed in the previous
section, may have been caused by the height of Node 260. To study the sensitivity ofpump node
size, the base input model was modified by dividing the pump volume into three nodes (259-1,
259-2, aad 260) as shown in Figurc 11. Node 260 still represents the pump. In this case tbe 2.0-
inch break case did aot char the loop seal. For a 2.1-iach break case, the loop seal cleared after
about 3300 seconds. Collapsed liquid levels in the loop seal and core and tbe void fractions in
thc loop seal nodes, pump node, and tbe pump discharge node of the broken loop are shown in
Figures 12 through 22. From these figures the following observations can be made. Steam
venting through the loop seal starts after Node 245 is highly voided. This occurs at about 1400
seconds. Tbe void fraction in Node 259-1, which is part of the actual pump, is close to the void
fraction in Node 258. Node 260 is highly voided and thc void fraction in node 259-2 is
somewhere beeween the values for Nodes 259-1 aad 260. The void distributioa in the upside U-
bend. iacludiag the pump volume, is improved over that in the base calculation. The venting of

~~

steam causes the liquid level in the upside of the U-b ad to decrease, reducing the core level
depression. Figures 12,< 14, aad 15 show liquid level oscBlatioas on the order of 1.0 foot in the
down side of the U-bend from about 1500 seconds until tbe time of loop seal cleariag, about 3300
seconds Tbc oscillations are mainly caused by the coadensation of steam on the cold ECC water



injected into the cold legs. Rothe, Wallis, and ThralF discussed the pressure and fiow oscillations
~
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due to the condensation of steam on ECC water in the cold legs. CE'nd Westinghouse 1/14
scale tests (See Table X in Reference 2) both show condensation induced pressure oscillations on
the order of 10 to 20 psi. 'Berefore, the RELAP5 calculated 1.0 foot oscillations are reasonable.

From this study the following conclusions are made. The transition from no loop seal clearing
to clearing of one loop occurs within a nnrow range of break sizes. Condensation-iuhced
oscillations causes steam venting through the loop seal before the liquid level in the downside
section of the loop seal mades the spiilunder elevation. This substantially reduces the possibility
ofcore wavery at the time of loop seal clearing for these break sizes. The core never uncoverd
for the beak sizes studied here.

The revised pump noding willbe used in SBLOCA EM. However, this model change does not
impact previous EM studies and benchmarks.

H. Tuomisto and P. Kajanto, "Two-Phase Flow in a Full Scale Facility," Nuc. Engg, And
Design 107, pp 295-305, 1988.

P. H. Rothe, G. B. Wallis, and D. E. Thrall,
282, November 1976.

, EPRI NP-

3. W. E. Burchill, P. A. Lowe, and J. R. Brodrik,

Rmgam, CENPD-101, AEC-C00-2244-1, October 1973.
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RELAP5 Small Break LOCA Model
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Break Oriartatioa: The break orientation, for SBLOCA studies, is placed at the bottom of the

cold leg piping, between the ECCS injection location and the reactor vessel, since this
configuration poses the greatest challenge to the ECCS in providing suKcient coolant flow to
.maintain core cooling. With the bmoc so situated, ECCS entering the RCS through the injection
nozzle in the broken cold leg must pass over the break prior to penetrating the reactor vessel,

Unless the pump discharge piping is already 5Ql, the emergency coolant willbe passed out of the

break, unable to provide core cooling. This limits the effective ECCS fiow, during critical
cooling times, to that injected into the remaining loops (intact loops). For that reason, most plants
have limits on the amount of injection that can be delivered to any one loop or leg diiring
SBLOCA. A typical limitis that no more than 70 paecait of the total ECCS low can be delivered
to any one injection nozzle.

The issues involved with the evolution ofSBLOCA transients having alternate break orientations
are primarily co~rned with the longer term management of the accident than with the

fd p&UdY M HCC9 g p h UH d tp gd . II
investigation of an SBLOCA scenario with the break at the top of the pump discharge piping is
iHustrative. For the first period of the transient-reactor trip, ECCS initiation, and loop draining
through loop seal clearing-the LOCA is essentially the same irrespective of the break orientation,
top, side, or bottom. The pump discharge piping is essentially M1 of water. Plant pressure is
controlled by a balance between the volumetric discharge through the break, the vapor generation
in the core, and condensation in the steam generator, ifthat is needed. Plant inventory is being
lost rapidly and a liquid level imbalance is being setup between the downcomer and the core in
order to achieve loop seal clearing. Loop seal clearing, when it occiirs, is self advancing and

rapid. At the end of loop seal clearing, one or more loops have been cleated of liquid; the liquid
is retaiiied in the core and downcomer. The downcomer core level imbalance is reduced to that
necessary to drive steam to the break. This process, though dependent on break size, is
independent ofbreak orientation; it occurs in essentially the way same for bottom, top, and side
breaks. Some aqpiments exist that side and top breaks offer less potential for liquid diversion to
the break during loop seal clearing and, thus, arrive at a stable cleared configuration with higher
vessel inventories than do bottom breaks. That effect, however, is diKcult to demonstrate.

Following loop seal clearing, the ECCS system is chaHenged as to its abiTity to supply water at
a rate suf5cient to teplace the water that is being boiled offin the core. In the critical cases, with
a single failure of one of the high pressure injection systems (HPIs) and the break located at the
bottoin of the discharge piping, the ECCS cannot immxhately keep pace with core boiling. The
system is then in a boildown mode. The inventory in the reactor vessel continiiously decraises
until the decay heat drops or the ECCS flow irereases (because of system depressurization) to the
point of achieving a match with the core boiling. Ifthe imbalance is sufBcient, the core may
uncover, exposing its upper regions to steam cooling before the match occurs. Modeling this
phase of the transient with a bottom break is limiting because top or side breaks have effective
ECC fiows, that are up to 40 percent higher. Thus, for the initial system response and the
deterniination of the adequacy of the ECCS, the bottc m break is clearly the conservative choice.



After this initial period, some differences in the modes of accident recovery do occur. Following
the acceptable match of decay heat and ECCS fiow, the decay heating willcontiiuc to decrease

at a slow rate; the system pressure may also continue to slowly decrease. This wiH create excess

ECCS and the reactor vessel wiH start to refill. The rate is dependent on the particulars of the
accident and can vary from a reasonable refill rate to an extremely slow one. EventuaHy the
downcomer wiH be refiHed with ECCS water backing up into the discharge piping. At this point,
the behavior of the bottom, and side and top breaks starts to differ. For bottom breaks, the liquid
backing up into the discharge piping wiH result h a fluid quality change at the break such that the
break discharge is sufficient to remove excess injection. ~ downcoagr remains fuH; the core,
being hydmstatica1ly hihuiced against the downiunier, is weE covered and nothing ofsignificance
occtus for an extealed period of time. F'or a side or top heak, the break flow cannot respond to
the rising system water level and the excess ECCS eventually spills over into the pump suction
piping. %hether the 1ooy seals reform or not and the consequences of that happening depend on
many factors including cinerator action to manage the accident.

That the phnt is safe and can be managed acceptably during recovery is, in FH's view, a concern
for the plant Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) or other devices that control the eventual
recovery of the plant. 'He initial response of the ECCS, its adequate sizing, and the establishinent
of long-term cooling have, by this phase of the accident, been established. That is the purpose
of 10CHV0.46. The eventual recovery from the accident, the evaluation of the multiplicityof
operator actions, and their affect on the RCS and core are operational matters. Furthermore, these

~
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- evaluations should be conducted with realistic boundary conditions such that expected and
probable phnt behavior is described; aberrant, supposedly conservative assumptions, should not
be used. StB1 an investigation into the possibilities can be useful in deterinhiing if any role
remains for LOCA analysis past the initial ECCS response.

There ate four main factors that determine the continued mirse of an SBLOCA for side and top
bteaks. ActuaHy, even a bottom break willeventually evolve to the same configuaition as side
and tap breaks shee the break flow caniNt be adjusted infiixitcly,but their development repiires
an exttemely long time period. For our purposes, it is sufficient to consider just the top or side
break. The main fhctors are:

a. The amount of steam flowpossible through the upper head spray nozzles (UHSNs}-

This vent path, ifit suppoits the core steaming rate, can eliminate the need for steam
venting tfirough the loops. Bectuse core steaming is dqeahnt on decay heat, the UHSNs
hcrease in significaxe as time progresses.

b. The amount ofsteam or water that ca11 be passed though the Icsctor vessel fitQp leakage.

Hot side to cold side leakage is anotlier vent path capable of eliminating or reducing the
need for loop venting. This mechinism reqionds with thne in two ways. First, decay beat

devises with time reducing the amount of steam to be vented and, seanidly, the RCS
nominal temperature also decrees with time, ireteiising the fitting gaps and improving
vent capability. Care should be exercised in applying leahige credit during partial core
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uncovezy since the steam in the upper head willbe superheated, tending to heat the metal
structures and reduce the gaps.

%hether the mechaziism for filling the suction lines evolves gradually or it is a

spontaneoiis development.

Ifthe means for spilling water into the suction piping is the decrease in decay heat, the
buiM up ofexcess injection willoccur slowly and the accumulation of water in the suction

pipmg willbe gradual. The potential for blockage willbe imposed gradually and at times
beyond which loop venting may not be needed. If, however, the increase in spillage is
rapid, as may occur because of the return to service of a failed injection system, the
potential for blockage can occur with reasonable rapidity.

d. The amount of steam flowing through the loops that is not condensed in the steam
generators.

This ofcourse is tbe most direct factor ofconcern in evaluating the effect of zewlosure of
the loop seals. An important consideration is the degree of management credited. Ifthe
steam generator pressuze control is conducted as inteabxf by the EOPs, the plant will
evolve to a reflu mode with no need for loop venting except where spontaneous increases
in injection flow occur (item c).

Depending on the plant, the UHSNs can eliminate any concern over a secondary loop seal clearing
process. AllWestinghouse plants, classified as T~ upper head plants, have reasonably large
UHSNs. McGuire/Catawba and Sequoyah are examples of such plants. An examination of the
Sequoyah calculations for a 1.9-inch break shows that the process of loop seal clearing is
interzupted at about 2,000 seconds by the development of a head imbalance between the
downcomer and the core that is large enough to support suf5cient steam low through the UHSNs
to eliminate the need for loop venting. For this beak and breaks of smaHer cross-sectional areas,
the hops rever clear and, after achieving a minimum suction piping downside revel, tbe suction
piping willgradually refill. Because the coze swell factor (mixhize level divided by the collapsed
level) is aypzoximately proportional to core steam gezieration and the differential passure required
for flow thzaugh tbe UHSNs is proportional to the ayiare of the rate of steam generation, the
elevation head difference between the core and the dowzcomer willdecrease more rapidly than
the sweH height de'ezence as decay heat drops. The core mixture level actually increases with
time, assuring continued coze cooling. Thezefoze, for bzeaks that do not require loop seal clearing
during the initial system zesponse, no need for clearing will develop later in the accident.
&ether, for larger breaks that do require loop seal clearing, the ability to flow suf5cient steam
through the UHSNs willdevelop with time, also eliminating the need for loop steam venting.
Thus. for T~ upper head plants, because the UHSNs have substantial capability for steam
venting, no concern over the refdling of the loop seals with time exists.

For TI upper head plants, the UHSNs are not sufficient to vent a zneanizigful amount of steam.
Such plants can be bounded by considering the results of excess ECCS for a theoretical plant,
absent UHSNs and internals leakage. To this end, an evaluation has been conducted for a plant



without UHSNs or internals leakage and for which no operator actions have been taken to manage
the accident. The analysis comprises an examiziation of the potential condition of the RCS
foHowing a 2-inch diameter break in the side or top of the cold leg just after loop seal clearing,
lib hours into the accident, and at six hours into the accident; In each case, sufficient time has

elapsed for the suction piping to have been refilled to the extent predicted. The plant is
considered to be in a transient mode for the evaluation of the conditions'post-loop seal clearing
and in a quasi-steady-state for the evaluations at 1'h and six hours. The spectrum of conditions
considered are one and four loops vcziting and one or two HPIs providing makaip. No injection
is arbitrarily lost or spilled fzam tbe system. The timing of loop seal clearing was obtained from
available sperm calculations performed with the evaluation model. The timing may differ
slightly for a top break with two HPIs, but that is not a significant simplification.

O Se'~a ~y'' i' w d '
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must exist. Either tbc coze Is boiling and steain is being used to transport energy to thc break
OI'he

RCS is basically water solid and cxperiacing natural circulation. A water solid configuration
at six hours is possible, if the operator has followed the EOPs and depressurized the steam
generators. However, there is no concern for loop seal blockage in a circulating system so that
case willnot be considered further. Because steam is thc transport mechanism, the core is boiling
and the fiow rate of water to the core can be detezznined by balancing tbe heads between the
suction riser section and the core given that the inlet enthalpy is specified. For this evaluation,
tbe core inlet cathalpy was assumed to be the injection enthalpy and a level credit was taken for
tbe diffezence in tbe downcomer liquid density and the core average liquid density. An analogous
assumption, that the core inlet is saturated, can be made with no density diftcrence applied
between the core and the downcomer. Either approach achieves essentially tbe same coze mixture
level. One depresses the core collapsed level less, while the other generates a higher mixture
swell. Steam generated in tbe core passes through one or four loops and is mixed with liquid in
the pump suction riser section at tbe spill under. Here, excess ECCS subcooling condenses steam
to tbc extent possible and any remaining no~ndenscd steam is bubbled up thzotigh tbe riser
section to the break. For the post-loop seal clearing analysis, the prcssure is taken fzom the
reference RELAPS calculation. For tbe extended time evaluations, the pressure is determined
from the brcak model (Moody or Extended Henzy-Fauskc) and the consideration of mass and
energy cquilibznim for tbe RCS. For tbe single HPI cases, the break zequizes stcam and water
to bc in equilibrium and only that steam flow (the break steam) was used to lighten (decreased
dcnszty) the riser section. For the two HPI cases, the HPI sensible beat was suf5cient to absorb
all of the coze beat and m brcak steam flow occurred. In these cases, the condensation process
in the bottom of tbe riser section was assumed to take place in an exponential pattern over the
bottom four feet of the riser section. Forty~ percent of the steam was condensed in the first
on&ialffoot, eighty percent was condensed by 1% feet, and all the steam was conhmed by four
feeL

The table pzescnts the results obtained for liquid collapsed levels in the riser sections of thc
venting suction piping arid the reactor core. Tbe table also indicates w1iether or not the core is

vercd by the boiling mixtuze. As can bc seen from tbe table, the core is essentially covezed
ith a boiling mixoize for all cases. Tbc onc HPI, four-loop venting case has a core mixture

height of 11.9 feet at six hours, which is considered cs!enfially covczed. Extending these results



to greater times wB1 eventmdly demonstrate core uncovery. However, operator action in
conjunction with the EOPs has been delayed for over 5 hours for these analyses. Because such

action will mitigate the consequences of these transients, it is not necessary to consider the

response of the system for longer times.

The evahatioas provided are appropriate ifthe processes described and credited are not enatic.
That may aot be true for the condensation process in the riser sections. At that location, with
steam being forced mto subcooled water, water cannon or water hammer effect may be produced.
In that event, the system can be exacted to vary about the nominal.conditions derived here.
Core mixture levels willbc both higher aad lower thaa thee hdicated, but, because the core
heating at these times is not rapid, the core overall should be well cooM. Again, ifthe operator
follows the BOPs, the potential for these conditions willbe removed eely in the event.

In summary, FIIauuntaias that the decision to rua IOCFEG0.46 calculations for breaks at the
bottom of thc piping is appropriate. These breaks clearly offer thc greatest challenge to the
emergency core cooling systems. SBLOCA traasieats may evolve differently for top and side
brad@ than for bottom breaks, but the evolution is essentially independeat of the ECCS. Further,
thc differeaces occur during the period of accident management that is the purview of the
Emergency Operating hccdures and they should not be equated with the required EM
conscrvatisms. Not withstanding these considerations, FTI has considered the evolution of top
and side breaks. For T~ upper head plants, the evolution of the transient has been shown to
produce a samoth increase ofcore coolant level with sustained and continuous core coverage after
a possible initial uncovcry. For Th„upper head plants, inter-vessel leakage around the hot leg
nozzlcs serves the same pmpose as UHSNs for the T~ plants, make long-term cooling a

smooth process with no core uncovety.

AdditionaHy, top breaks werc evaluated out to 6 hours for a plant without UHSNs or inter-vessel
1adcage. Itwas shown that, at least on the average, the core w91 be continuously covered. It was
demonstrated that the transient can progress past six hours without experiencing serious core
uncovery, retuumg many achhttoaal hours to produce signi6caat core uncovery. Because. the
potential to require loop venting in the long term is limited (UHSNs and inter-vessel leakage
effects) aad bemse the EOPs typically recomtxeal operations to depressurize thc phut carly in
thc transient, thereby re611ing the plant and mitigating any need for loop veatitg, FTI believes
that any coasidmNoa of times beyond those presented to be thc proper subject of operational
procahrcs and not suited for consideration under 10CFEU0.46.



AnaIysis Results for a 2-inch Diameter Pump Discharge Break at the Top of the Pipe
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Cross How Resistance and Core Mothering: In our 3/28/96 telecon, questions were raised as

to the basis for the crossflow modeling used within the core. The modeling is outlined in Section
4.3.2.5 of vohme IIof the RSG evaluation model report, BAW-10168, Revision 2. Basically,
the model is a 20 axial region core, radially divided into a single assembly hot chumel and the
temaialer of the core. Each volume in the core model is connected vertically and horizontally.
Vertical resistance is based on core design factors which in turn are based on flow tests for the
fuel assemblies. Correhtions for the prediction of lateral resisteees vary substantially. A k-
hctor value of2, based on the interface area between adjacent fuel assetnblies, has been selected
for the evaluation model. IMs vahe produces reasonable results that agree with exlerimental
eqectations for SBLOCA. The vahe, however, does not @year to be unique and either smaller
or huger vah3es wouM also appear to prahce valid results. The ELW~igned phnt R~Q5
small bteak evaluation model uses a value of200 for the base ctassflow resistance and does not
produce adetantially differing predictions. g'here are indications, however, that the higher
resistance used in the ELW~igned plant SBLOCA model may have a stableizing influence on
the calculation.)

Two adjustments are imposed on the basic resistance in order to assure conservative SBLOCA
predictions. For the top half of the core, the fiow resistance from the average channel to the hot
charnel is increased by a factor of 10 (fiow resistance Gom the hot channel to the average channel
is not increased). This has little effect on the behavior of the core mixture or the core fiows
below the mixup level. However, above the mixture in the steam cooling region, provided the
core has uncovered, the increased resistance limits any tendency to fiow steam from the average
to the hot channel. It is expected that steam willflow from the hot channel to the average bec'use
of the higher vapor generation in the hot channel. Because flow diversion out of the hot channel
is a conservatism, that flow is not impeded. However, flow reversion back to the hot channel
would have the effect of reducing the hot channel vapor temperature and increasing cooling.
Although some flow reversion is expected, the resistance within the model is increased so as to
limitthe effect. The factor is only applied to the upper half of the core because, on a practical

p ibl pMi ~ bl hdtv'~Ãa gyMf fu
uncovered for an extended period. This modeling adjusttnent, then, is taken to help assure a
conservative evaluation.

For reasons similar to the increased crossflow resistance, the hot channel outlet reverse Qow
tesista~ was imzeased to a k-factor of200 based on the assetnbly flow area. It was envisioned
that this wouM reduce the tendemy for liquid Mback into the hot channel by encouraging liquid
to flow into the average dumrM:1 and then crossflow to the hot channel. The effectiveness of the
high reverse flow resistance, however, is mitigated by the need for the hydraulic solution to
achieve a pressure balance between the inlet and outlet pletunns. As the Qows and void &actions
develop axially within the core, the hot channel m untains a slightly uM:reased voiding because of
its higler vapor generation rates. This leads to an apparent pressure imbahuee between the two
cohunns (hot and average channels) as the core exit is approached. To adjust for this imbahtee,
the sohtion aHows negative liquid flow into the uppermost volume of the hot channel creating a
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lower void fraction for that volume. The reduced voiding in the upper volume balances the
channel pressures. Note should be taken that the upper two volumes of the hot or average



channels do aot represent nuclearly hciitcd regions of the plant. These volumes model the upper
unpowcred segments of the fuel pins (thc fuel pin upper plenum and interior springs) aad thc

upper nozzle of tbe fuel asscaibly. &us, the fiow aad the void reduction do not occur within thc
core active region. The resultant negative flow from the upper plenum to the hot channel exit
volume only occiirs when the upper plenum contains some mixture. Model prediction problems
aze aot created because once tbe inner vessel mixture level falls into the core regioa the pressure
balance is taaizitaizicd by a slightly increased mixture level in the hot channel. This Iiiglieramttuze
level ia tbe hot cliaanel is physically zeal and well modeled. Observations of the core mixtiue
level pzedictions for the hot aad average channel discussed below demonstrate the credibility of
the solution. The increased resistaace has bcea maintained in the model as a hedge against
possible core reverse flow. The resistance does aot work as a flow diversion under stagnate
coaditions but is likely to divert flow away from tbe hot channel under flow coaditions. This
would be a meaningful coaserviitism ifSBLOCA were to involve any substantial period of reverse
core fiow. Although ao such period can be identified, the only reverse core flow phases are those
occurriag during the loop stagnate phases of loop seal cleariiig aad core boildown, the increased
zesistaacc factor has been kept as a precaution.

That thc hot channel aad average channel mixture heights evolve reasonably during a core
uacovery can be observed in the attached figures. These figures display thc axial void
distributions of tbc hot and average channels as they developed for a 3-inch pump discharge break
in a Wcstiaghaisc<csigacd 4-loop plant over the loop seal clearing period. The figures display
~
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void fraction versus axial core elevatioa from the lower plenum to the upper plcaum at the
elevation of the outlet aozzles. Each void fraction is displayed axially at the center of tbe volume
from which it is taken aad is connected to the void fraction of the adjacent nodes by a straight
line. Ifnot recognized, this technique can introduce some confusion, as occurs between the lower
pleaum and tbe core. Tbe lower plenum is or is nearly liquid solid throughout the time period
of these graphs, but tbe linear connection to tbe first core volume, which is legitimately voided,
produces a visual impression that tbe lower plenum contains steam as the bottom of Qe core is
approached. In truth there is a step change ia void content between the lower plenum and the
core. Tbe same recognition should be made in zeviewing the upper pleaim void fractions. This,
inpazt, is the zeason that tbe channels, except for the lower plczNm to thc core, are displayed with
coNmctiag lines whBe the upper p)cairn volumes are displayed as points. Tbc time at which the
figuze is caytuzed is displayed just above the figure border. Within tbe upper plenum, the uyper
most value is at tbe elevation of tbe center of tbe coze outlet aozzies. This votume spaas tbe
height of the outlet nozzlcs. The next lower volume is entirely below tbe span of the hot leg
plying

Loop seal clearing for tbe case shown in the figure occurs at ayproxiaMitciy 715 seconds. The
gngibs display the coze eleve~> beadlmixture heigIit as the necessary head to char the loop seal

develops on the ayproach to loop seal clearing and as the coze zefills a8er charing. Graphs are
provided at 640, 660. 680, 690, 700, 710, 715, 720, aad 800 seconds. By 640 seconds, the

clearing process has initiated and the coze mixtiize level has fallen below tbe nozzle belt as

icatcd by tbe void fraction in the uyper most volumes. @be upper volume represents the

portion of the uyper plezRim adjacent to the outlet aozzles.) The core is still covered with mixture
and the depressed void fraction at tbe exit to the bot channel can be observed. It can also bc



observed that the correspondence in void content between tbe average channel and the bot channel

is quite good. Deviations occur, but tbe geacral tread is a slightly higher void content in the hot
channel. There is ao indication that the lower void content of the hot channel exit volume has

p~iagatcd downward. By 660 seconds, more of the upper plenum is voided, but the core is still
covered and the core void distributions remain reasonable. At 680 secoads, tbe columns

representing tbe hot and average channels are starting to void. The upper plenum is esseatially
100 percent voided. The core heated regions are still covered smce the high voiding has not
penetrated below tbe non-heated regions of the fuel asscinblies. By this time, before any core

beatup, tbe void fraction for tbe bot assembly upper region has evolved iato agreement with that
of the average chanel. At690 seconds, thc heated regions of the hot and average channels have
started to uncover. Loop seal clearing is aow about 25 secoads away. Bruise tbe core outlet
void haction is at 90 percent, tbe cladding teinperatures remain near saturation.

At 700 seconds, the two upper volumes of tbe heated core are showing substantial voiding and
tbc very top heated node may be experiencing some hcatup. For the limited uncovery apparent
bere, mist entrainment Rom tbe mixture may be sufficient to prevent core beatup. The hot and
average mixture levels are in agreement as the uncovery proceeds. At 710 seconds, the mixture
has fallen to its lowest level during loop seal clearing. The hot and average channel mixture
levels remain in agrecmcnt with tbc hot channel slightly more voided. At 715 seconds, the loop
seal for tbc broken loop has cleared and the downcomer and core levels are starting to equilibrate
creating a core refiH. By 720 seconds, the refil bas progressed into the upper plenum. The void
fraction at the very outlet of the hot channel is again depressed but that was not observed in the
partial refill at 715 seconds. Thus, the predictions of the,.hot channel exit void fraction are
consistent with tbe needs of the transient prediction, attainiiig the required degree of accuracy
uader conditions when core uacovery is occurring or eminent. By 800 seconds, the refill is
complete and thc core boil down phase has been entered. As shown, tbe refill did aot completely
fillthe vessel. Tbe region just below the out nozzle remains at an elevated void content aad the

upper plenum at tbe outlet nozzle elevation is completely voided.

In conclusion, core modcliag has been ananged to provide for hot and avcragc channel effects.
Specific provisions have been incorporated into the EM to achieve conservative predictions of
claddiag teaqerature (crossflow resistance for tbe upper half of tbe core). The modeling works
well during core uncovery as evidenced by the agreemeiit between the hot and average dianiM:1
mixture levels. Altlxaigha mocking factor docs lead to an apparently inconsistent void fraction
in an upper uabeated volume of the hot channel diiriag those phases of tbe SBLOCA transient
when tbe upper plenum contains mixture, this diKculty is resolved as the core a+overs and is
not present at any time that the calculation is predicting core uacovery or calculating cladding
tcmpciiiture cxcursions. Therefore, the core modeling approach employed is appropriate for the
calculation of small bieak LOCA simulatioas.
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Supplementary Break Orientation Information:

Range of Upper Head Spray Nozzle Areas:

T-hot Plant = > ~ 0.02 ft (Trojan, North Anna, Surry, etc.)
T~ld Plant = > "-0.45 ft'McGuire/Catawba, Sequoia, etc.)

Some plants sit in between these limits with areas of 0.2 or 0.3 ft .

Tb '~pl I Ib b.l' Ib p
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that with them being part of a hrger set they would be more useful. Ifthe specific 2 hch case
is important we can reconstruct it and send the same plots. Some of tbe definitions on the plots

UP
V
AC
HC
CVAR

Jun
J

UH SPRAY
ILECC
BL ECC

HOT CH

Upper Plenum
Volume or Node
Average Channel
Hot Cliantiel
Control Variable
For the case of AC CVAR and HC CVAR tbe display is a collapsed water
level for the core region with 0.0 taken at the bottom of the active region.
The reason that the values exceed 12 feet is the inclusion to the two
unheated volumes of the fuel assemblies that model the fuel pins above the
uranium pellets and the upper nozzle of the fuel assembly.
Junction or Flow Path
Junction or Flow Path
Upper Head Spray Nozzle
Intact loops ECCS flow
Broken Loop ECCS flow
For this case IL ECC CVAR and BL ECC CVAR are simply tbe high
pressure injections. Had the plant depressurized these control variables
would have picked up tbe accumulators and tbe low bead systems.
Hot channel, HOT CH, CVAR is a control varii&Iethat approximates tbe
mixture level in tbe core hot channel. For tbe puqese of this CVAR
mixture is defined as e < 0.9. The control variable samples the a from
tbe bottom to tbe top in each node of the chaniM:l. Ifa is less than 0.9 the
height of the volume is considered mixture once a is greater than 0.9 the
control volume is considered as above tbe mixture and the search stopped.
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SBLOCh Long-Term Cooling: In our 3/28/96 telecoa, Bob Joaes raised an issue as to the

suf5cieacy ofFH's SBLOCA long~ cooliag write~ on page 8-1 of BAW-10168, Revision

2, Volume II. He indicated that the appropriateaess of the methodology was dif6cult to judge
relative to tbe criterion of 10CFRSOA6. As stated on page 8-1, FTI's SBLOCA long-term

cooling methodology is basically the same as that used for LBLOCAand discussed in detail on

page 8-1 ofVolume I. It is reIeated below.

FTI continues its transient small break LOCA computer analysis until the core is covered by
ld PIMWM I I d I I

' .I I
long-term, the clad willbe miuataiacd within several dcipees of the coolant saturation temperature

by a continuous Qow ofECC water. Each phnt has established NRC-approved procohires for
an orderly transition to long~ cooling, assurmg a continuous flowofECC water to the reactor
vessel aad preventing the crystallization ofboric acid in the core. Tbc plaat procedures specify
the operiitor actions necessary to switch to sump recirculation-providing for a continuous ECC
flow-aad to assure a throughput ofwater to tbc core-maiataiaiag boric acid coaceatrations at or
below previously-established acceptable levels.

FTI plant applications performed uader BAW-10168 mill validate the appropriateness of
previouslymtablished operator action times, assuring the effective establishment of loag-term
cooling. Ifthe need for aew operator action times is 'dcmoastrated, analyses accessary to do so
willbe performed for and reported in tbe plant-specific LOCA application. For SBLOCA, such
calcuhtioas are usually unnecessary, since, ia general, it is bounded by LBLOCApredictions and
that analysis is used to satisfy the long-term cooling critcrioa, In FTI's approach, tbc LOCA/plant
procedure interface is properly addressed and ia combination with as<esigned plant emergency
systems requirements the long-term cooling criterion of 10CFRSOA6 is satisfied.

EE EP C E I II I CEEE: Pfl'EE NEC EP I EE El
(for both large aad small breaks)-BAW-10168, Revision 1-used equilibrium conditions for the
RELAP5 computation of core heat transfer; this issue was thoroughly explored by the INEL
reviewers aad it was approved by the NRC. In Revision 2 of tbe EM, &RAP-T6 was deleted from
the hrge break LOCA calculational technique. No changes were made to tbe core heat transfer
package other thaa tbe calculatioas for tbe hot channel were now performed in RELAP5. The
modeliag was still based on equilibrium aad it was found to be acceptable for liccnsiag usc by the
NRC. In Revision 3, HMP-T6 was deleted from SBLOCA. Again, no changes, other than code
location, were made to tbe equilibrium core heat transfer pachige.

Wbea tbe RSG evalmition model was originally assembled, FTI iastalled in RELAPS cere beat
transfer correlations, covering most of tbe boiTiag curve, that were formulated based on
equilibrhim coaditioas. 'Qe RELAPS core beat transfer package, designed after that in FRAP-T6,
was used and appmved for both hrge and small break applications. The EM was beachmarked,
most needly against ROSA IV, and shown to produce conservative PCTs. FTI understands that
~~

~~

~

~ ~~

it could upgmle RELAPS to a nonapulibrium core beat transfer calcuhtion, but it would require
a substantial investment (code revisions, benchmark, topical rcport revisions, aad licensing) and
there is ao identificd calcuhtional or safety benefit to such a modification. Therefore, FTI has



ided to continue to use the epBibrium option. The T-H role of RELAPS is unchanged, and
an equilibrium core heat transfer calculation, previously found acceptable in HAP-T6, is still

ing used and has already been approved for LBLOCAcalculations. The RELAPS il'b'

appt0ach is NRC-approved and the removal of FRAP-T6 from the SBLOCA EM has no bearing
on its continued validity.


